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ABSTRACT

To understand how stem cells functionally couple with native cardiomyocytes is
crucial for cell-based therapies to restore the loss of cardiomyocytes that occurs during
heart infarction and other cardiac diseases. Due to the complexity of the in vivo
environment, our knowledge of cell coupling is heavily dependent on cell-culture models.
However, conventional in vitro studies involve undefined cell shapes and random length
of cell-cell contacts in addition to the presence of multiple homotypic and heterotypic
contacts between interacting cells. Thus, it has not been feasible to study electrical
coupling corresponding to isolated specific types of cell contact modes.
To address this issue, we used microfabrication techniques to develop different
geometrically-defined stem cell-cardiomyocyte contact assays to comparatively and
quantitatively study functional stem cell-cardiomyocyte electrical coupling. Through
geometric confinements, we will construct a matrix of identical microwells, and each was
constructed as a specific microenvironment. Using laser-guided cell micropatterning
technique, individual stem cells or cardiomyocytes can be deposited into the microwells
to form certain contact mode. In this research, we firstly constructed an in-vivo like
cardiac muscle fiber microenvironment, and the electrical conductivity of stem cells was
investigated by inserting stem cells as cellular bridges. Then, the electrical coupling
between cardiomyocytes and stem cells was studied at single-cell level by constructing
contact-promotive/-preventive microenvironments.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

Stem Cell Therapy for Cardiovascular Disease
Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is the leading cause of death in the world, of which
nearly half is attributable to coronary heart disease (CHD). In 2001, CVD accounted for
one-third of all deaths worldwide with the World Health Organization estimating 7.2
million from CHD each year[1]. Heart failure in the context of CHD is characterized
pathophysiologically by loss of functioning cardiomyocytes secondary to ischaemic
injury. As cardiomyocytes have a very low potential for repair and regeneration, the
ability of pharmacological agents to improve cardiac function is limited as these agents
do not address the fundamental issue of cell loss. Cellular transplantation is currently a
new approach to treat the heart failure. Ideally, this process allows the replacement of
non-functional cardiomyocytes and scar tissue with new fully functional contracting
cells, improving cardiac function, and relieving the symptoms of heart failure. This ideal
was initially realized with the use of cell derived from neonatal and embryonic tissue.
Although the results showed great promise in ability to recover heart function, the future
of this source of cells was limited due to ethical considerations and their short supply[2].
Recent advances in the understanding of stem cell biology have reinstated the concept of
cellular transplantation to replace dysfunctional cells.
Using stem cell for myocardial regeneration has been studied and developed for
20 years[3-5]. Stem cells are defined by their ability to self-renew and to form one or

more differentiated cell types. Cells with these characteristics can be usefully categorized
in a number of ways: anatomically, functionally, or by developmental stages, cell surface
markers, transcription factors, and proteins they express. One clear division of the stem
cell family is between those isolated from the embryo known as embryonic stem (ES)
cells, and those found in adult somatic tissue known as adult stem cells. ES cells were
initially the most attractive option for cellular therapies given their totipotential.
However, their use is restricted by ethical considerations, and thus, adult stem cells are
more practical. Plenty of research groups reported that the bone marrow stem cells
(BMSCs) could promote the myocardial regeneration in vivo[6-8] and lots of
immunocytochemical

evidences

suggested

their

transdifferentiation

into

the

cardiomyocytes in vitro[9-11]. However, till now, no consistent results showed that the
differentiating BMSCs and cardiomyocytes could form effective electrical coupling, even
though the connexins were found in their coculture system. The reason for the obstruction
to investigate the electrical coupling between BMSCs and cardiomyocytes is the low
control on their interaction mode in the random coculture system, therefore the
engineered microenvironment created by cell patterning techniques can provide us a tool
to systematically and statistically study their cellular interaction and electrical coupling.

Defined Cell Arrangement for Study Electrical Coupling
Mimicking the in vivo microenvironment in a cell culture is important for
restoration of the functions of isolated cells and in vivo relevant cell-cell interactions.
This microenvironment includes the spatial arrangement of multiple cell types. Correct
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cell arrangements will allow in vivo-like cellular communication among multiple cell
types, which is essential for retaining native cell function. Micropatterning techniques
provide feasible approaches to achieve defined heterotypic cell arrangements. To create
in vitro research models which offer control over geometry, cell types, and cell-cell
interactions, researchers have developed many cell patterning techniques by borrowing,
bending and building upon microfabrication techniques of the microelectronic industry.
Photolithography may be used to create surface patterns of cytophilic or cytophobic
chemicals to control areas of cell attachment. Photolithography may also be used as a
first step to create molds for elastomeric devices including stamps for microcontact
printing (µCP), elastomeric membranes, and microfluidics. Additionally there are inkjet
printing, laser printing and other manipulation techniques for controlling the geometry of
cells cultures. These techniques are inherently reproducible, able to replicate
anatomically accurate in vivo structure, and can be combined with high-resolution
imaging modalities to create cell cultures. In our research, cell patterning techniques offer
the tools for comparative and quantitative studies of functional stem cell-cardiomyote
interactions with a relatively high-throughput fashion. We utilized cell patterning
technique to create different microenvironment to define the cell arrangement for study
the cellular interaction and electrical coupling between cardiomyocytes and stem cells.

Research Goal
The electrical coupling and conduction normally begin with the generation of an
action potential by a cardiac pacemaker cells, resulting in the depolarization of
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surrounding cells, and consequently, the initiation of a propagation wavefront through the
tissue. Some cardiac conditions such as ischemia or infarction can lead to changes in
tissue structure, notably formation of non-conductive fibrous tissue. These non-functional
regions can vary in size from interspersed single cells to large blocks, leading to
disruption of electrical coupling and conduction[12, 13]. Cell-based treatments aim at
regenerating functional tissue within the damaged heart, for instance, using stem cell
transplantation. These therapies are able to enhance function of ischemic myocardium
through improvement of myocardial perfusion and contractile performance[14, 15].
However, such approaches are also not immune to electrical coupling problems, as the
stem cells are require to support a uniform depolarization wavefront by acquiring
myocyte-like electrophysiological properties and integrating with cardiomyocytes to
provide an electrical conduction. The stem cells cocultured with cardiomyocytes have
been reported to generate a cardiac like action potential[16], and several inward and
outward ion currents were recorded using patch clamp techniques[17]. Connexins
expressions were reported in amounts of publications, and the electrical conduction
between cardiomyocytes and stem cells was studied using multielectrode arrays[18] and
optical mapping methods[19].
However, the conventional in vitro studies on electrical coupling between stem
cells and cardiomyocytes did not provide a geometrically and biochemically uniform
microenvironments, which makes it difficult to interpret and quantify the obtained results
and perform statistical studies among various coupling models.
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Our long-term goal is to develop biochip-based cellular models to explore the
optimal model for enhancing electrical coupling between stem cells and cardiomyocytes.
Objectives are 1) to develop biochips with a geometrically and biochemically controlled
microenvironment to regulate the coupling modes between stem cells and
cardiomyocytes at the single-cell level and 2) to use these models to study electrical
coupling between stem cells and cardiomyocytes at different coculture times to test the
hypothesis that stem cell-cardiomyocyte electrical coupling is dependent on their contact
mode.
To achieve this research goal, we will construct biochips microfabricated with
geometrical restrictions and coated homogeneously with fibronectin to create a highly
controlled microenvironment. With laser-guided cell micropatterning system, individual
stem cells and cardiomyocytes can be placed into each biochip to form a certain coupling
model. Therefore, each cell pair with one stem cell and one cardiomyocyte can form
uncontact, junctional contact and nanotunbular contact models. Multiple stem cells and
cardiomyocytes also can be laser-patterned to form a MEA-based cardiac muscle-fiber
biochip to mimic the cardiac tissue microenvironment. Under different coupling models,
the electrical coupling between the stem cells and cardiomyocytes will be examined and
compared to determine an optimal model. The electrophysiological properties on the stem
cells will be studied using patch clamp techniques, specifically on the changes of their
inward currents on different temporal scales. The MEA-based cardiac musclefiberbiochipwill be used to study the electrical conduction across cellular bridges
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composed of different cell types, and local electrical conduction velocity will be
compared at different time points.

Specific Aims
To understand how stem cells functionally couple with native cardiomyocytes is
crucial for cell-based therapies to restore the loss of cardiomyocytes that occurs during
heart infarction and other cardiac diseases. Due to the complexity of the in vivo
environment, our knowledge of cell coupling is heavily dependent on cell-culture models.
The interpretation of electrical coupling between a stem cell and a cocultured
cardiomyocytes are still controversial, in part because there are several types of stem cellcardiomyocyte contact, each of which results in a different electrical coupling mode. For
example, numerous research groups have reported that in vitro stem cells are capable of
structurally coupling with cardiomyocytes through two contact modes: formation of gap
junctions and formation of a connecting nanotube that is extended from the stem cell
body. However, conventional in vitro studies involve undefined cell shapes and random
length of cell-cell contacts in addition to the presence of multiple homotypic and
heterotypic contacts between interacting cells. Thus, it has not been feasible to study
electrical coupling corresponding to isolated specific types of cell contact modes.
To address this issue, we propose to use microfabrication techniques to develop
three geometrically-defined stem cell-cardiomyocyte contact biochips to comparatively
and quantitatively study functional stem cell-cardiomyocyte electrical coupling. Through
geometric confinements, we will construct a matrix of identical microwells, each
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containing a stem cell-cardiomyocyte coculturing pair, which can form only a junctional
or a nanotube connection. Laser microbeams will be used to deposit individual
cardiomyocytes and stem cells to form cell pairs. Patch clamp and multielectrode arrays
(MEAs) will be used to study the electrical coupling.
Aim 1: Determine the extent of electrical coupling between stem cells and
cardiomyocytes under different contact modes. The importance of electrical coupling
between donor cells and cardiomycytes was demonstrated by studies showing that
electrical isolation between certain types of transplated cells and host cardiomyocytes
created a potential arrhythmogenic substrate[20]. Therefore, it is crucial to study the
ability of stem cells to adapt to an electrically active environment, thereby increasing
their electrical compatibility with host cardiomyocytes. Initial studies combining
contractile and non-contractile cells as heterogeneous mixture of cardiac patterned tissue
were studied to mimic in-vivo conditions and assess the electrical properties for
conduction[21]. Other work with optical mapping of intracellular calcium ion within the
mixed cultures of neonatal rat ventricular myocytes and mesenchymal stem cells has
further demonstrated the merit of patterned cellular model for studying conduction
properties[22, 23]. In our concern, the functional electrical coupling between stem cells
and cardiomyocytes may highly depend on the coupling models of these two cells.
Therefore, in our first aim, the electrical coupling between stem cells and cardiomyocytes
will be determined under different coupling models. The basic design concept involves
the use of photolithographic and soft-lithographic techniques to microfabricate a
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) membrane. Clear-through microwells will be designed on
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the membrane for containing the cells. The surface of substrate will be pre-coated by
fibronectin to maintain a uniform biochemical microenvironment for cell elongation and
alignment. Individual stem cells and cardiomyocytes will be laser-deposited into each
assay to study the electrical their electrical coupling by patch clamp technique.
Aim 2: Determine the level of correlation between a stem cell’s
differentiation stage and the extent of its electrical coupling. Normal cardiomyocyte
physiology is highly dependent on the functional expression of the ion channels
underlying action potential formation and thus we expect these ion channels to be present
in the cocultured stem cells. Several types of outward currents were present in
undifferentiated stem cells, including calcium activated potassium channel, rectifier
potassium channel, and transient outward potassium [24, 25]. After cocultured with
cardiomyocytes, stem cells showed further hyperpolarization of resting membrane
potential, and the cardiac-like action potential was successfully recorded using current
clamp technique[12]. Significant sodium and calcium currents also determined within the
cocultured stem cells, indicating that stem cell exhibited cardiac electrophysiology and
cardiogenesis [17, 26]. However, other group argued that stem cells can expressed
cardiac specific markers, but cannot differentiate into a functional cardiac phenotype[27].
To achieve the functional electrical coupling between the cardiomyocytes and stem cells,
and

to

evaluate

the

differentiation

of

stem

cells

into

cardiac

phenotype,

electrophysiological changes need to be studied on the stem cells under different contact
models with cardiomyocyte, and correlated with the gene expression on certain proteins
for ion channels. To determine the capability of stem cells’ differentiation and acquiring
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cardiac electrical function, the change of electrophysiological properties on coupled stem
cells will be studied at different temporal scales in different biochips developed in Aim 1.
In our cardiac muscle-fiber biochip, the electrical conduction will be studied with
different length of stem cell bridges and different temporal scales. Furthermore, cellular
bridges with cardiomyocytes or fibroblasts will be used as controls to compare the
capability of stem cells to electrical coupling with native cardiomyocytes.
Aim 3: Determine the role of the gap junction in the electrical coupling. Gap
junction channels, formed mainly by protein connexin43, provide electrical coupling
between cells, thereby allowing the propagation of action potential from one cell to
another[28]. In the studies on myoblasts, the absence of connexin43 is considered to be
one of the most important factors causing the electrical incompatibility between
myoblasts and cardiomyocytes[29]. The connexin43 expression has been found in the
stem cell-cardiomyocytes coculture[15, 22]. To further prove the functional electrical
coupling between stem cells and cardiomyocyte, Lucifer yellow was injected in a
cardiomyocytes, but failed to transfer into the adjacent synchronous beating stem cells
though the gap junction[12]. Therefore, the capability to conduct electrical signal through
gap junction is still controversial. To determine the role of gap junction in the electrical
coupling, the connexin43 will be evaluated in our biochips structurally and functionally.
Using cardiac muscle-fiber biochip with cellular bridges, gap junctional uncoupler,
Carbenoxolone, will be used to block gap junction and assess the electrical conduction
across the muscle fiber.
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Significance and Innovations
Normal cardiomyocyte physiology is highly dependent on the functional
expression of the ion channels’ underlying action potential formation and electrical
coupling with other cells[17, 30]. To fully determine the therapeutic potential of stem
cells for treatment of cardiovascular diseases, a comprehensive assessment of their
electrical coupling with native cardiomyocytes is necessary. Current research has shown
that stem cell structurally couple with cardiomyocytes through nanotubules[31, 32]gap
junctions[19, 26], or cell fusion[33, 34]. However, the functional electrical coupling
corresponding to each of these contact modes is unknown. Because conventional cellcoupling coculture cannot distinguish those three contact modes, the conclusions drawn
from a coculture model that had a random mix of the three contact modes has shown
controversial. It has become increasingly important to develop reproducible cell-based
biochips in which functional electrical coupling under different coupling modes can be
well-controlled and systematically studied in a high-throughput method. Through this
research, we expect to create various single cell-level biochips with reproducible and
geometrically confined microenvironments to systematically and statistically study
electrical coupling between stem cells and cardiomyocytes under different coupling
modes at various coculture times. Gap-junction assessment of each model, we anticipate
identifying molecular-level mechanisms behind functional electrical coupling.
Significance: the proposed biochips in geometrically and biochemically
reproducible microenvironments are expected to facilitate understanding and quantifying
the occurrence of electrical coupling under different coupling modes between stem cells
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and cardiomyocytes so as to identify how transplanted stem cells will electrically couple
with the native stem cells, which is critical to formulating a practical strategy of stemcell-based therapy for heart disease.
Innovation:

the

proposed

research

uses

biochips

in

well-controlled

microenvironments to study electrical coupling between stem cells and cardiomyocytes.
Specifically, 1) our laser cell deposition technique create a true single-cell level
coculturing biochip with high spatial and temporal resolutions to identify single cell
based fluctuation of the electrical coupling properties of stem cells; and 2) biochips with
identical geometrical confinements and biochemical controls allow for high throughput
study of electrical coupling under various cell contact modes, which has not been
possible to date.
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CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF CARDIAC ELECTRICAL COUPLING

Cardiomyocyte Electrophysiology
Most of the heart is mainly composed of contractile muscle cells, also known as
cardiomyocytes, which propel the blood throughout the body by their contraction. The
individual ventricular cardiomyocytes that account for more than half of the heart’s
weight are roughly cylindrical in shape. Each cardiomyocyte is bounded by an external
membrane called the sarcolemma and is filled with rod-like boundless of myofibrils. The
myofibrils are the contractile elements, which provide the major function of
cardiomyocytes, contraction-relaxation cycle. The two chief contractile proteins, located
within the myofibrils, are the thick myosin filaments and the thin actin filaments. The
sarcolemma of the cardiomyocyte invaginates to form an extensive tubular network (T
tubules) that extends the extracellular space into the interior of the cell. Because actin and
myosin only contract in the presence of calcium ions, one of the major functions of the
sarcolemma is to regulate with precision the intracellular calcium ion concentration.
Within the sarcolemma, the contractile apparatus and various organelles are contained in
a fluid microenviroment with a specific content of ions and proteins.

Cardiac Action Potential
Cardiac action potential is an important property of cardiomyocyte, because the
rising membrane potential is the signal to cardiomyocyte to contract. The resting
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membrane potential of a ventricular cardiomyocyte is about -85mV (neonatal
cardiomyocyte is about -60mV). The sodium-potassium pump will actively transfer
potassium ions inward to give a high intracellular potassium concentration. As potassium
concentration increases on the inner surface, some of the ions will start to move back
again to the outer surface because of its relatively high permeability. As these potassium
ions cross the membrane, they leave behind unbalanced negative charges so that the cell
becomes polarized with a resting membrane potential. This polarity is lost and reversed
during the ionic movements that accompany the wave of electrical excitation, which is
called action potential. The juxtaposition of the depolarized and polarized cells allows
current flow between these cells so that current spreads further and other adjacent cells
become depolarized.
The cardiac action potential is conventionally divided into 4 phases. Following a
rapid upstroke (Phase 0), there is a brief initial peak (Phase 1) followed by a plateau
depolarization (Phase 2) lasting up to several hundred milliseconds. A fairly rapid
repolarization (Phase 3) is followed by Phase 4, which lasts until the next cardiac action
potential. One of the first events in response to the onset of depolarization of phase 0 of
the action potential is the opening of the sodium channel, when the voltage reaches its
threshold of activation (-70 to -60mV). Calcium channels play a key role in the
intracellular calcium cycle by opening the intracellular calcium release channels. Another
major role of calcium channel is responsible for the plateau of the cardiac action potential
(phase 2), which prevents the heart from reactivated before the ventricles have had time
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to fill after the preceding systole. Potassium channels are responsible to the repolarization
and maintain the resting membrane potential.

Figure 2.1 Cardiac action potential and associated ion channels[35]

Cardiac Ionic Currents
The action potential is formed by inward and outward cardiac ionic currents,
which is generated and regulated by the ion channels, pumps and exchangers located on
the cell’s membrane. During the action potential’s phase 0, inward sodium (INa) and
calcium (ICa) currents contribute to the rising membrane potential. On the other side,
transient outward potassium current (Ito,1) and inward chloride current (Ito,2) show up with
the rapid inward currents, and result the phase 1, a rapid transient repolarization of cell’s
membrane. Such transient currents are assumed to be regulated by the intracellular
calcium ion concentration and considered as a feedback to control the action potential
and calcium concentration. The inward rectifying potassium channels (IK1) close during
the depolarization and open during the phase 2, and this current is considered to interact
with calcium current to maintain the plateau shape of action potential. Sodium/Calcium
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exchangers (INa/Ca) take 2 calcium ions into the cell with transferring 3 sodium ions out of
the cell during the phase 0, phase 1, and phase 2, to increase the intracellular calcium ions
movement. During the repolarization period, they switch the direction to expel the
calcium ions to the extracellular field. Two outward voltage-gated potassium currents (IKr
and IKs) open with the depolarization and increase during the repolarization to repolarize
the cell’s membrane back to the resting potential. Background potassium currents (IKp)
function to maintain the resting membrane potential at a certain value.

Figure 2.2 Cardiac ionic currents during the entire action potential (from online
media: http://img.medscape.com/fullsize/migrated/409/682/pharm2103.06.fig1.jpg)

Cardiac Electrical Coupling
Cardiac electrical coupling is the fundamental function of cardiomyocytes to form
a synchronously beating heart. In the region where the ends of neighboring
cardiomyocytes make contact with one another, the sarcolemma becomes highly
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specialized and altered in nature to form the intercalated disk. Gap junctions, chiefly
found in the longitudinal part of the disk, ensure rapid electrical communication between
cells so that the whole heart behaves as a unified syncytium. Therefore, gap junctions
provide electrical coupling between cells with or without rectifying properties thereby
allowing the propagation of action potential from one cell to another.

Figure 2.3 Schematic structure of gap junction (from online media:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Gap_cell_junction_en.svg)

Gap junction channels are dodecamers composed from proteins that are termed
connexins. Each of the neighboring cells provides a hexameric hemi-channel, a connexon
consisting of six connexin. Two connexons dock to each other via their extracellular
loops thereby forming the complete gap junction channel. In the heart muscle, there are
three main subtypes of connexins, Cx40, Cx43 and Cx45. Cx43 is the most abundant
connexin, while Cx40 is mainly found in atrial tissue and in the conduction system. Cx45
has been detected predominantly during early development of the heart[36]. The
mechanism of closure of the channel is by a rotational movement of the hexamer. This
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twisting motion closing the central channel is possible since the α-helix of the connexins,
which is the part located within the lipid bilayer, is inclined with respect to the axis of the
whole connexon[37].
The movement of ionic current through the membrane within the cells, and back
through the extracellular space completes a circuit. More specifically, consider the events
in cardiac tissue that depend on the rapid inward transient sodium current for rapid
upstroke. When the sodium channels open and sodium rushes down the electrochemical
gradient into the cell, these positive charges displace the negative charges stored inside
the membrane and result in depolarization. The membrane potential in that localized
region is now more positive than in neighboring parts of the cell, so a driving force for
longitudinal current in the myoplasm is established. The potassium ion is the major
carrier of the longitudinal current within and between cells, and its flow is regulated
primarily by the resistance and capacitance at the gap junction and to a lesser extent, by
impedances in the mycoplasma. The longitudinal current displaces negative charge
located on the inner surface of the membrane, depolarizes adjacent elements toward
threshold, and thereby brings the membrane to threshold. The local currents established
by these events in one unit of membrane is sufficient to bring the next unit above
threshold, the next unit opens its sodium ion channels, and action potential propagates.
To study the electrophysiological properties of cardiomyocytes and electrical coupling
between cardiomyocytes or between cardiomyocytes and stem cells are relied on patch
clamp technique and multielectrode array technique, which were reviewed in the
following sections.
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Patch Clamp Technique
Patch clamp recordings are the basis of modern electrophysiology, and their
importance to related research fields cannot be underestimated. Patch clamp recording are
based on the use of blunt, fire polished microelectrodes that form a so-called “gigaseal”
with the cell membrane, Fig 4. When the microelectrode with an opening 1-2µm is used,
a chemically and electrically stable connection between the cell membrane is formed,
which due to its high electrical resistance in the GΩ range, was called gigaseal. This
enables the recording of currents in the pA range with low background noise.

Figure 2.4 Experimental system and procedure of patch clamp technique (from
online media: http://media.wiley.com/CurrentProtocols/PH/ph1008/ph1008-fig-0002-1full.gif)
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Before the patch clamp experiments, the microelectrode was made on a horizontal
puller with a box filament. After fabrication, microelectrode was be filled with
electrolyte. For experiments in whole-cell, the patch microelectrode was filled with a
solution mimicking the intracellular medium. Before recording, microelectrode should be
checked for their electrical properties. Normally, a high resistance means a small tip,
which was easy to form a gigaseal during the patch clamp. However, sharp
microelectrode with high resistance showed non-linear behavior called rectification,
which meant that the resistance and offset potential would alter, when current flowed
through the microelectrode. Thus, for whole-cell patch clamp, the microelectrode with 35MΩ resistance was usually used.
When an electrode approached a cell, gentle positive pressure was applied to the
interior of the electrode to push a stream of solution out of the electrode, which protected
the tip of the electrode against contamination. When the tip of the electrode touched the
cell membrane at the outer surface, and gentle negative pressure was applied to the
electrode interior. This sucked the membrane tightly to the edges of the electrode tip,
which would induce the formation of the gigaseal. This configuration was called “cell
attached”. Starting with the cell attached configuration, a second suction pulse would
cause a rupture of the membrane patch inside the electrode. In this situation, there was an
open connection between the electrolyte solution in the electrode and the cytoplasm. This
configuration was called “whole-cell mode”, which allowed the recording of membrane
potential and membrane currents of a cell (figure 2.5).
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Figure 2.5 A cardiomyocyte was studied using patch clamp technique (left) and
its recorded current signals from a whole-cell voltage step protocol (right)

Multielectrode Array Technique
Multielectrode arrays (MEAs) are devices that contain multiple plates or shanks
through which electrical signals from neurons or cardiomyocytes are obtained or
delivered, essentially serving as interfaces that connect excitable cells to electronic
circuitry. Neurons and cardiomyocytes, or muscle cells, create ion currents through their
membrane when excited, causing a change in voltage both inside and outside the cell.
When recording, the electrodes on an MEA transduce the change in voltage from the
environment carried by ions into the currents carried by electrons. When stimulating,
electrodes transducer electronic currents into ionic currents through the media, which
triggers the voltage-gated ion channels on the membrane of the excitable cells, causing
the cell to depolarize and trigger an action potential.
Compared to conventional electrophysiological recording setups and given the
number of electrodes, an MEA recording setup is compact and mechanically robust. A
basic recording setup is built with integrated filters, amplifiers and computer-controlled
recording interface. The standard MEA system consists of a base plate with an MEA
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stage that is available with integrated heating, the amplifer housing with contact pins to
the MEAs, the data acquisition card in the PC, and the MS-Windows based recording and
analysis program MC-Rack.

Figure 2.6 A typical multielectrode array (MEA) with 60 electrodes (from online
media: left image: http://www.materialbeliefs.com/collaboration/animat.php; right image:
http://neuromancy.southernfriedscience.com/?attachment_id=361)

Stem Cell Electrical Coupled to Cardiomyocyte
Ion channels are extensively expressed in different types of cells, and they have
important roles in maintaining physiological homeostasis, but expression of ion channels
is not well studied on stem cells. To achieve the functional electrical coupling between
the cardiomyocytes and stem cells, and to evaluate the differentiation of stem cells into
cardiomyocyte, electrophysiological changes need to be studied and compared between
uncoupled stem cells and coupled stem cells with cardiomyocyte. Therefore, the
electrophysiological properties of uncoupled stem cells are the first questions on our
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research. Using whole-cell patch clamp to characterize the ion channels on
undifferentiated human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs)[38], three types of outward
currents were found in hMSCs, including calcium-activated outward potassium current,
transient outward potassium current, and delayed rectified potassium current. In addition
sodium current and L-type calcium current were also detected in 29% and 15% hMSCs.
Similar results also shown on the rat mesenchymal stem cells (rMSCs)[24] that there are
three types of outward potassium currents and two types of inward currents. Other group
also successfully recorded the potassium currents on rMSCs[39], and suggested that the
increased intracellular potassium concentration inhibited the proliferation of cultured
rMSCs. Although the outward potassium currents have been accepted by the researchers,
there are controversies on the inward currents. Dr. Ravens’ group[25] also had the similar
results on outward potassium currents, and distinguished them as rapid activated one and
slow activated one. They characterized a small inward current as L-type calcium current,
but they cannot find the sodium inward current on rMSCs.
Truly differentiating into functional cardiomyocyte, stem cells should show the
contractile properties and electrophysiological properties. Several reports have
demonstrated that stem cells can express cardiac specific protein, like myosin heavy
chain, α-actinin, and cardiac actin after the coculturing with cardiomyocyte. These
proteins are essential for the cardiomyocyte contraction. Although plenty of
electrophysiological studies on the embryonic stem cell derived cardiomyocytes were
reported recently by single electrode patch clamp technique and microelectrode array
(MEA) technique[40-42], the electrical coupling studies between stem cells and
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cardiomyocytes

were

hardly

found.

The

electrophysiological

properties

of

transdifferentiated mouse bone marrow c-kit+ cells were studied using patch clamp
technique[43]. Other than finding outward potassium currents in the undifferentiated and
differentiated stem cells, they also found that cocultured stem cells exhibited inwardly
rectifying potassium current after the cell membrane was hyperpolarized.
However, the inward currents were absent in their results. Most sodium and
calcium channel immunoreactivity was cytoplasmic, while the channels are mostly
clustered at the cell membrane in mature cardiomyocytes. It is likely that these channels
are not mature and functional. In their results on Ca2+ imaging by dye transfer, the
absence of Ca2+ transients inside the cells may suggest that no intracellular Ca2+ stores or
no RyR-receptors expression to trigger Ca2+ induced Ca2+ release.
Similar research was reported by Dr. Rastan[12], they found that after cocultured
with neonatal cardiomyocytes for 7 days, the stem cells show further hyperpolarization
with resting membrane potential of -62.2±2.4mV, and action potential was successfully
recorded and compared to cardiomyocytes. The upstroke velocity and amplitude are
smaller, and the duration (APD90) is shorter than cardiac action potential. To further
prove the electrical communication between stem cells and cardiomyocyte, they stained
and observed connexin43 expression inside the coculture, but failed to prove the
transjunctional electrical coupling by injecting Lucifer yellow in a synchronous beating
stem cells and cardiomyocytes. Thus the possible explanation for synchronously beating
bone marrow stem cells is due to mechanosensitive stimulation by mechanical stretching.
However, there are controversies on the cocultured stem cells’ electrophysiological
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properties. Dr. Keating’s group[27] shown that mouse-MSCs from bone marrow stained
positively for troponin I, troponin T, α-actinin. The mRNA expression for cardiac
specific genes (Nkx2.5, ANP, and α-actin) also was detected in MSCs, but MSCs did not
generate action potentials or display ionic currents typical of cardiomyocytes.
The studies on electrical coupling between patterned hMSCs and cardiomyocytes
was reported by Dr. Sakia[20]. They cultured the neonatal rat cardiomyocyte on MEA
first, and after 48 hours, a channel with 200 to 450µm width was abraded to make two
parts of myocytes on MEA. Next, adult hMSCs was applied in the channel-crossing
pattern. Cross-channel electrical conduction was analyzed after 24 hours and 48 hours.
They found that after creating the channel to separate the myocytes, two asynchronously
beating fields were present. Application of hMSCs restored synchronization between the
two fields of cardiomyocytes after 24 hours. Conduction velocity across hMSCs (0.9 ±
0.4 cm/s) was approximately 11-fold slower than across cardiomyocytes (10.4 ± 5.8
cm/s). Intracellular action potential of hMSCs and cardiomyocytes were recorded in the
coculture system. Resting membrane potential of hMSCs (-23 ± 13 mV) was higher than
cardiomyocyts (-64 ± 9 mV), but the action potential amplitude (15 ± 8 mV) is much
smaller than cardiomyocyte (99 ± 17 mV). Finally, immunostaining for connexins
showed the presence of connexin43 along regions of intimate cardiomyocyte-hMSC and
hMSC-hMSC contact.
In their continuing research, they investigated the electrical conduction between
the stem cells and cardiomyocytes on MEAs for a long-term coculture. They found that
conduction velocity across stem cells increased from 1.4 ± 0.4 cm/s at day 7 to 3.5 ±
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0.1cm/s at day 14. This is associated with increased Cx43 expression, increased
functional gap junctional coupling, and enhanced intracellular electrical coupling
between stem cells and cardiomyocytes[16]. The other group investigated the effects of
forced alignment of rMSC on their cardiomyogenic differentiation in the same “channel
block coculturing environment”, because alignment of cardiomyocyte contributes to the
anisotropic structure and facilitate efficient electrical and mechanical coupling. They
found that anisotropic cell alignment perpendicular to the channel has the higher
conduction velocity across the rMSCs than isotropic and parallel alignment[18].
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CHAPTER THREE
METHOD I: LASER GUIDANCE TECHNIQUE

Optical Force in Biomedical Research
According to Maxwell’s classical theory, light carries momentum, the magnitude
of which is proportional to its energy, and its direction is along the light propagation
direction. When light interacts with a particle, such as a biological cell, the momentum of
light is changed due to refraction and reflection. According to Newton’s law of
momentum conservation, the particle must undergo an equal and opposite momentum
change, which results in a force that acts on the particle; that force is termed as optical
force.
The significance of optical force was proposed as early as the seventeenth century
by German astronomer Johannes Kepler, who suspected that optical force was the reason
that comet tails point away from the sun. Although the optical force exerted by light was
described theoretically in Maxwell’s electromagnetic theory in 1873, it was not
demonstrated experimentally until the late in the 20th century. One reason for the lapse of
nearly three centuries between hypothesis and verification is that optical force is
extraordinarily weak[44]. The advent of lasers in the 1960s finally enabled researchers to
study optical force through the use of intense collimated light sources. In the early 1970s,
Ashkin of Bell Laboratories set up experiments to manipulate and levitate micron-size
particles, such as polystyrene spheres, through a focused laser beam with a Gaussian
intensity profile[45-47]. His work eventually led to development of the single-beam
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optical trap, or laser tweezers, which was employed in a wide-ranging series of
experiments, including the cooling and trapping of neutral atoms[48] and the
manipulation of live bacteria and viruses[49]. After Ashkin’s accomplishments,
applications of optical force continued in biological sciences. The optical trap has been
widely used to study the mechanics of biomolecular interactions at the single-molecule
level, such as actin-myosin interactions[50], kinesin’s motion along microtubules[51],
and DNA folding and transcriptions[52, 53]. Novel techniques, including optical
chromatography[54], optical lattice[55], and micro-optical elements[56] (in which optical
force and microfluidics are combined to substitute fluorescence-based cytometry for cell
detection), have been reported. Optical trap is combined with laser scissors to manipulate
chromosomes by isolating cellular organelles[57]. Optical trap and patch clamp are
combined to study electromechanics of the cell membrane by measuring tether force as a
function of transmembrane potential[58].

Optical Force Theories
A practical optical force-based system has always involved components that are
not ideal, such as an imperfect Gaussian beam and an irregularly shaped particle; thus,
theoretical simulations of optical force in terms of an actual system have never perfectly
matched the experimental data obtained from that system. However, not only is
theoretically modeling the optical force the key to understanding the laser guidance
technique thoroughly, it also is essential for the practical design of a cell-patterning
system based on laser guidance[59]. Since Ashkin introduced the single-beam optical trap
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in this field, the geometrical optics method has been applied to numerically simulate
optical force for extended periods of time[60-62].

Geometric Optics Theory
In geometrical optics, light rays (idealized narrow beams of light) are used to
describe light propagation in the optical system. In isotropic media, the direction of a ray
passing a point indicates the direction of the flow of optical energy, and the ray density at
that point is proportional to the density of light energy. Practically, the rays can be
obtained from the surfaces of constant phases (wavefronts) by drawing normal to these
surfaces at various points of interest[63]. In the regions near caustics and focal points and
in the vicinity of sharp boundaries, light rays no longer propagate along straight lines,
even in free space. However, ray-based descriptions of the beam can still be useful
because they convey information about the magnitude and direction of the energy flow
and the linear momentum of the field—the source of optical force[64]. The geometric
optics method for optical force simulation was first introduced by Ashkin for the singlebeam gradient trap on a sphere with a diameter much larger than the wavelength. A trap
consists of an incident beam with parallel and uniform rays entering a high numericalaperture (NA) microscope objective and being focused to a focal point. When a single ray
of the beam impinges on a particle, it is reflected and refracted several times on the
surface of the particle. The momentum exchanges that occur during reflection and
refraction generate optical forces. Computation of the total force on the particle consists
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of summing the contributions of each ray of the beam entering the aperture of the
focusing lens, as described by Ashkin using the following equations:
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and r is the radial distance of the incident ray with respect to the beam axis; β is the angle
of the incident ray formed with respect to the Y axis in Ashkin’s coordinate system. The
angle Φ, which can be expressed as tan  

r
, is the angle between the incident ray and
f

the beam axis, n1 is the medium refractive index, I is the intensity of the incident ray, c is
the speed of light, angle θ is the incident angel, and angle γ is the refractive angle. R and
T are the Fresnel coefficients for reflection and transmission.
Although Ashkin’s method assumes that laser beams are composed of individual
rays that have identical properties such as ray density, Gaussian beams actually
experience higher ray densities in the middle of the beam. Furthermore, Ashkin’s method
assumes that all rays are focused at one point, which is typical in optical trap
configuration. In laser guidance however, beam width is larger than or nearly the same
size as the particle; thus, Ashkin’s method cannot be used to accurately simulate laser
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guidance. To address this issue, another geometric optics method was developed[65, 66].
In this method, the formula for TEM00 mode Gaussian beam is used to describe the
focused trapping beam so that the intensity of each ray is different (determined by the
beam’s Gaussian profile), and the directions of the individual rays are considered to be
perpendicular to the Gaussian beam’s wavefront. Since the curvatures of wavefronts vary
considerably along the beam, the incident angle (i) of a single ray at the same height
changes with the distance between beam waist and sphere center (figure 3.1). The axial
force can be expressed as
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Z  z r cos and z is the distance between the beam waist and the sphere’s center. R
and T are the Fresnel coefficients for reflection and transmission, expressed as
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Figure 3.1 Modified geometric optics theory for optical force calculation

Generalized Lorenz-Mie Theory
When the particle size is very large compared to the light wavelength, the laws of
geometrical optics can be used to estimate the scattering pattern due to reflection and
refraction. With decreasing particle size, especially when the particle size is nearly the
same as the wavelength, a full electromagnetic explanation for the optical force is
required[67]. Gouesbet and coworkers developed a precise theoretical model to simulate
optical force based on the solution of Maxwell’s equation with the appropriate boundary
conditions[68-70]. The theory behind this model was named the Generalized Lorenz Mie
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Theory (GLMT). The GLMT model introduces an infinite set of beam-shape coefficients
as a partial wave expansion to describe the nonplane-wave nature of the illuminating
beam[71]. These beam-shape coefficients can be resolved with reasonable speed using
the improved localized approximation[72], which has the beam justified rigorously for
the case of Gaussian beams and, more recently, for arbitrarily shaped beams[73] (Seeing
details in Appendix A). In GLMT, using Poynting vector, the radiation pressure crosssections are calculated from momentum balance equations, where the optical force
exerted by the beam on the particle is proportional to the momentum removed from the
incident beam.
The GLMT theory involves the Poynting theorem, which concerns energy
conservation and propagation. The Poynting vector Sr represents the energy flux (W/m2)
of the laser beam, an electromagnetic wave. Integrating the Sr on the surface of the
particle provides a measurement of the amount of energy removed from the incident
beam during the interactions of light and particles. In the GLMT method, the radiation
pressure cross-section is defined as light’s power removed at one unit time due to
interaction with particles. When light hits the particle, a momentum transfer is associated
with energy transfer, producing an optical force. For laser guidance technique, the axial
force is calculated to derive the guidance speed. Based on the GLMT method, the
relationship among the energy removal, axial optical force, and reduced radiation
pressure cross-section at Z direction can be expressed as
C pr , z  cFz   S r dS cos 

(5)
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In GLMT, the axial optical force can be calculated through reduced radiation
pressure cross-section on a spherical particle towards the positive Z direction, which can
be expressed as
C pr , z 
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coefficients dependent on the particle size and refractive index; and g n are beam-shape
coefficients dependent on the wavelength, the beam waist
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relative to the beam waist.
In the actual situation, the intensity of a Gaussian beam can be expressed as
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Experimental Validation
The optical force experienced by a particle during laser guidance is measured
indirectly through the assessment of the guidance speed. While a particle such as a
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biological cell, with a mass m is guided up along a vertical laser beam through a particlesuspension medium, it experiences, in addition to the optical force, the gravitational force

Fg  mg   pVg , buoyancy force Fb  mediumVg , and the drag force Fd  6av , where

p and mediumare the density of the particle and the density of the medium respectively,
and V is the volume of the particle.  is the viscosity of the medium;
the particle; and

a is the radius of

v is the guidance speed of the particle. Since p and medium are nearly the

same for the particles used in this comparison experiment, the resultant force
(subpicoNewton) from the buoyancy force and the gravity force (their action is along the
same vertical line but in opposite directions) is negligible compared to the guidance force
(tens of picoNewtons) for a vertical guidance setup. The axial optical force is considered
balanced by the drag force at each measurement position, thus optical force can be
calculated based on the formula

Fl (z)  Fd  6av . Using a CCD camera, particle

images during the guidance can be captured. For each image, the particle’s centroid can
be determined digitally and used as the cell location. The guidance speed can be
calculated from the positions of the particle in two separate frames and the time intervals
between those two frames (Seeing details in Appendix B).
To compare the theoretical and experimental results, we studied the optical force
with polystyrene beads (8.31μm, 5ml 10% solid, Magshphere Inc.), which were
suspended in phosphate buffered saline (1×PBS) at a concentration of about 5×103
beads/ml. The parameters used to calculate the guidance speed numerically were the
same as those used in the experiments: wavelength was 800nm; laser power was 50mW;
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beam waist was 4.2μm (evaluated by knife-edge scanning method, seeing details in
Appendix C); bead diameter was 8.31μm; refractive index of media was 1.33; refractive
index of bead was 1.59; and viscosity of the media at 25°C was 1.002×10-3Pa·s.

Figure 3.2 Comparison between the numerical and experimental results

The results (figure 3.2) show that the optical force obtained using the geometric
optics theory was lower than that which was obtained using the GLMT and experimental
results. This is because the geometric optics theory did not incorporate diffraction. The
diffraction pattern was narrowly distributed at the edges of the particle. When the light
was diffracted by the particle, the light-scattering angle changed, and that induced more
light scattering than pure reflection and refraction. Therefore, because of the diffraction,
more energy was removed with momentum exchange, and optical force increased. The
diffraction effect was included in the energy-removal calculation by the GLMT; thus it
was more accurate in wave optics-based simulation than in the geometric optics theory.
We introduce the geometric optics theory in this chapter because it provides a clear
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physical image of optical force generation. The optical force generated by light-ray
bending is more understandable than the abstract description of energy flow and
momentum exchange in GLMT.
The experimental results on optical force were lower and flatter than those
obtained from GLMT simulation; this is most likely to be because the GLMT simulation
uses ideal physical conditions. For example, GLMT assumes that the guidance beam is an
ideal Gaussian beam, which misrepresents the actual laser beam experienced by the
experimental beads. In the laser guidance system, a cover glass on the bottom of the
guidance chamber induced an abrupt refractive index mismatch between the interfaces of
air-glass-PBS solution; thus spherical aberration existed and affected the beam profile at
the focus region. In their work, Rohrbach and Stelzer reported the depth of focus of the
Gaussian beam was increased by 50% due to spherical aberration[74]. Accordingly,
instead of a standard longitudinal Gaussian profile, the focus energy at the beam waist
was averaged along the beam axis, resulting in experimental results that were lower and
flatter than the numerically simulated result.

Laser Guidance Technique
According to Ashkin’s description, optical force is generated through two
mechanisms: scattering force and gradient force. Scattering force results from the axial
scattering of a laser beam. When the incident light impinges on a homogeneous spherical
particle from one direction, the light generally scatters into 4π solid angles. When the
optical field is uniform, only the axial scattering generates a net optical force, which will
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be in the light propagation direction; forces resultant from light scattered in other
directions (off-axis scattering) will cancel each other out. When the optical field is not
uniform, off-axis scattering in addition to scattering force create a net optical force. The
magnitude of this net optical force is proportional to the gradient of the light intensity,
and the direction of this net optical force is along the gradient; thus it is called gradient
force. For a focused Gaussian beam, the radial gradient force can trap a particle in the
center of the beam, and the function of the axial gradient force is related to the focusing
condition. For a strongly focused beam, the axial gradient force can overcome the
scattering force to trap a particle axially in the focus point to form laser tweezers. For a
weakly focused beam, the axial gradient force will always be smaller than the scattering
force. Consequently in a weakly focused laser beam, a particle will be simultaneously
trapped radially and guided along the beam axis. This is the phenomenon used in the laser
guidance technique.
Using laser guidance, Renn and Pastel introduced laser-guided direct-writing
(LGDW) in 1998 when they patterned NaCl droplets that were suspended in the
atmosphere by an ultrasonic nebulizer. The focusing optics was aligned to guide the
particles through a hollow optical fiber and onto a substrate. Later, the group reported
patterning a wide variety of particles including water droplets, polystyrene spheres,
glycerin droplets, salt, sugar, KI, CdTe, Si, and Ge crystals, and Au and Ag metal
particles with sizes ranging from 50 nm to 10 mm using a 0.5W laser with a wavelength
of 800nm[75]. Laser guidance was applied to living cells in the year 2000, when Odde
and Renn reported that they laser-guided embryonic chick spinal cord neurons onto a
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substrate through a hollow fiber[76]. At that time, optical traps had been demonstrated in
living cell manipulation for almost two decades. LGDW has been shown to be an
effective tool for 3D patterning of a variety of cell types[77-79]. In our lab, we designed a
cell patterning system based on LGDW to study interactions between single cells in an
engineered microenvironment[80, 81]. Recently, we used laser guidance to detect
dissimilar cell types based on their optical properties: Because optical properties differ
according to cell type, cells of dissimilar types will experience different optical forces
due to their dissimilar optical properties and thus will move at different guidance speeds
under the same guidance conditions[82].In the following sections, two biological
applications based on laser guidance technique, including cell detection and cell
micropatterning, were discussed in details with experimental results.

Laser Guidance-Based Cell Detection
Rapid and efficient techniques for identifying and distinguishing cells based on
their morphological differences play an important role in experimental cell biology,
immunology and biomedical research[83]. These differences include structural and
compositional alternations that are intrinsic to various tissue types or induced by disease
or medication. Cellular function related biological science necessitates the isolation and
purification of particular cell types from a mixture of various cell types. Identification of
particular cell types in a cell population can lead to improvements in many medically
relevant problems including cancer diagnosis[84], stem cell characterization[85],and
function assessment of genetically modified cells[86]. Conventional cell sorting
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technique, flow cytometry, evaluates cellular features through fluorescence markers and
purifies the heterogeneous cell suspension into fractions containing a single cell type[87].
Although markers provide biological assay with a high degree of specificity, introducing
exogenous fluorescent markers will cause toxicity or immunogenicity, perturb cell’s
native microenvironment, influence cell properties and viability, and subsequently
compromise the clinical use of the cells[88]. Additionally, appropriate markers may be
not available for every cell type, and some markers are difficult to successfully introduce
to the cells[89]. Therefore, techniques and instruments to detect cells accurately and
consistently without using fluorescence-based cell markers are critical to clinical
applications. We developed a label-free cell detection technique based on optical force to
maintain the structural and functional integrity of the cells after cell-type identification.
The optical forces have been employed in many label-free cell detection
configurations[56, 90, 91]. These techniques applied optical force to physically separate
different cell types, but cannot achieve high sensitivity for cell subtype identification with
small morphological differences. Using laser guidance technique, the laser beam is
weakly focused; therefore optical forces can trap a cell into the beam axis and propel it
along the axis with relevant guidance speeds. Size, shape, composition, internal
morphology, and surface membrane properties all contribute to the cell’s optical
properties, which influence the optical forces experienced by a cell to a laser beam.
Consequently, cells with morphological differences exhibit different guidance speeds
determined by the optical forces.Our laser guidance technique integrates the microscopic
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interactions among photons and molecules throughout the entire cell to affect a single
macroscopic outcome: guidance speeds, which provides a sensitive cell detection method.

Cell detection system
The laser-guidance system, shown schematically in figure 3.3, was composed of a
tunable Ti-Sapphire laser (3900S, Spectra Physics) operated in TEM00 mode with a
wavelength of 800nm. A spatial filter assembly (constructed by an f = 20mm focusing
lens, an Φ = 25μm pinhole and an f = 75mm plano-convex lens) was used to remove the
non-Gaussian components. The beam was then collimated onto a right-angled prism to
form a vertical guidance. Using an f = 60mm plano-convex lens (NA=0.27), the
collimated beam was then focused into the chamber with a cell feeding mechanism. The
intensity of the beam inside the chamber was experimentally determined to be 150mW
for cells. The main body of the chamber had two bolt-nut mounted parts, made of
composite carbon, and coated with a layer of PDMS to produce watertight condition.
Coverglasses (#1, 8 × 8mm2) were glued to the main body to form the guidance channel.
The cross-section of the guidance channel was built to be 3 × 3mm2 to minimize the
convection force. The cell suspension was pumped by a microsyringe into the guidance
chamber within the focal region through a hollow glass fiber (ID = 50µm). The guidance
was recorded using a 10X long working-distance objective and a high-resolution CCD
camera (Sony) with an IR filter that blocked the scattered guiding beam. Cell images
were captured using the Matrox Imaging frame grabber at the rate of 30 frames/sec. For
each image, the cell’s centroid was determined digitally and used as the cell location. The
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guidance speed was calculated from the positions of the cell in two separate frames and
the time intervals between those two frames.

Figure 3.3 Laser-guided cell detection system

Cancer diagnosis
To verify our hypothesis, two cell lines, 3T3-L1 mouse fibroblasts and WEHI-164
mouse fibrosarcomas, were statistically compared by their maximum guidance speeds
using laser guidance technique, shown in figure3.4 (a). WEHI-164 cells are malignant
cancerous cells derived from fibrous connective tissue and characterized by basic
fibroblast morphology. The significant differences on guidance speeds between 3T3-L1
fibroblasts and WEHI-164 fibrosarcomas demonstrated not only successful detection of
different cell types, but also the potential of this technique to distinguish cancerous cells
versus normal cells. The cell consists mainly of an aqueous solution of salts and proteins
leading to a mean refractive index of approximately 1.36[92]. Cell nuclei give visible
contribution to the total phase shift of the cell with a relatively high refractive index
(about 1.38) in the phase measurement. The mitochondria contain a large volume of thin
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membranes with are folded or arranged in tubes, which induces a mean refractive index
of 1.40. However, a large number of mitochondria are needed to contribute to overall
refractive index of a whole cell[93]. As normal cells transform into malignant cancerous
phenotype, the progressive changes can be observed as increased nuclear-cytoplasmic
ratio, increased number and size of nucleoli, and increased number of mitochondria. All
of these morphological changes contribute a higher refractive index comparing with the
normal ones[94], which gives the reason for the increase of guidance speeds.
To further study the capability of laser guidance technique for cancer diagnostics,
two mouse mammary carcinoma cell lines with different metastatic competence, 4TO7
and 4T1, were used to compare their differences in guidance speeds. The 4TO7 primary
tumors can continuously seed distant sites, but fail to colonize these sites following their
arrival. On the other hand, cells of 4T1 are highly tumorigenic and invasive. They can
spontaneously metastasize from primary tumor in the mammary gland to multiple distant
sites including lymph nodes, blood, liver, lung, brain and bone[95]. To successfully
initiate a metastatic colony at distant sites, a metastatic cancerous cell needs to acquire
the ability of interaction with the local microenvironment, migration, invasion, resistance
to apoptosis, and angiogenesis. The metastatic transformation results in major phenotypic
changes that affect cell surface receptor expression, cytoskeletal function, growth factor
and cytokine secretion, proteolytic enzyme production, and the glycosyltransferase and
glycosidase repertoire[96]. These combined changes alter the way in which the
transformed cells response to a laser beams during the laser guidance process. Therefore,
shown in figure.3.4 (b), two mammary cancerous cell lines with different metastatic
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competence can be significantly differentiated using laser guidance technique without
any cellular markers.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.4 Our laser-guided cell detection system can effectively distinguish the
normal cell line and its cancerous counterpart (a), or distinguish two cancerous cell lines
with different metastatic competence (b) without any cell markers (N=20, P<0.001).

Cell detection with single gene modification
TC-1 cells, mouse lung-carcinoma tumor cells, and their genetically modified
counterpart L-10 cells, both of which are involved in a novel gene therapy for autologous
cancer treatment[97], were used to compare differences in guidance speeds. L-10 cells
are genetically modified TC-1 cells that stably express a fusion protein of the
extracellular domain of mouse UL16-binding protein-like transcript 1(MULT1) and the
transmembrane and intracellular domains of Fas. L-10 cells are resistant to an antibiotic,
Zeocin. Under a high-magnification microscope (Zeiss Microscope, 63X, NA = 1.4), L10 cells and TC-1 cells showed no difference in phenotype. For example, cell-diameter
measurements demonstrated no statistical difference between the two cell diameters (D):
DTC-1 = 11.5 ± 0.7 µm and DL-10 = 11.5 ± 1.1 µm.
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Average speed was calculated by averaging the speeds at each position along the
recorded guidance path; the maximum speed was selected at the beam waist position. As
shown in Table 3.1, the results demonstrated that modification of cells by only one gene
resulted in approximately 40% decrease in average speed and maximum speed. The
optical forces at beam waist position, where the maximal guidance occurred, also
decreased about 40%, which resulted from the change of the refractive index between the
two cell types. Because cells were inhomogeneous, here we consider the effective
refractive index, which is the value we used in the GLMT. Assuming the central effective
refractive index of the cell is 1.36, the optical force was calculated using GLMT with
various index values around the central value with an increment of ± 0.005. The 40%
change in peak optical force corresponded to a 0.4% change in effective refractive index.

Table 3.1 Comparison of maximal and average guidance speeds for the two cell types
with single gene difference (N = 15, p < 0.001)
Cell Types

Average Speed (μm/s)

Maximum Speed (μm/s)

TC-1 Regular Cell

12 ± 1.7

14 ± 2.5

L-10 Modified Cell

7.1 ± 0.56

8.6 ± 0.96

Flow cytometry assessment demonstrated that the genetic-modification efficiency
of the test cells was 90%. In fact, results showed that one datum from the L-10 group (n =
15) fell into the data range of the TC-1 cells, approximately matching the genetic
modification efficiency. Our data demonstrated this laser guidance method’s sensitivity
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to changes in cell phenotype due to modification of a single gene, a level of sensitivity
that is not achievable in conventional high resolution microscopy. We believe that this is
due to the sensitivity of the laser-guidance process, which integrates the microscopic
interactions among photons and molecules throughout the entire cell to affect a single
macroscopic outcome, guidance speed. In addition, the speed-measurement procedure
accumulates the force differences at each timepoint, the sum of which is reflected in the
final results. To conclude, cell detection based on speed measurement during laser
guidance is a sensitive, accurate method for certain cell-sorting applications. Cell
guidance’s intrinsically slow speed may not be practical for high-throughput cell
separation. However, when combined with conventional (e.g., microfluidic based) cellseparation methods, laser guidance can be used to develop a unique cell-sorting
technique: Distinguishing cells with high sensitivity and subsequently using microfluidicbased, high-throughput cell separation without the use of additional cell markers.

Laser Guidance-Based Cell Micropatterning
The fundamental units of an organism are biological cells, which are involved in
the development and maintenance of the organism’s hierarchical structures.
Communication among neighboring cells, mediated by physical contact and diffusive
signaling, regulates normal cellular functions. The functional characteristics of a single
cell are determined by its genetic coding and its microenvironment[98]. Because adjacent
cells communicate through cell-cell contact and diffusible signaling, spatial configuration
among adjacent cells is significant[99, 100]. To understand biological mechanisms at the
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cellular level, it is necessary to assess the temporal-spatial interactions of a single cell
with its surroundings, including neighboring cells and the adjacent extracellular matrix
(ECM)[101-104]. Due to the extreme complexity of in vivo environments, our
knowledge of cellular functions and cell-cell interactions is heavily dependent on cell
culture. It thus is essential to achieve site- and time-specific placement of an individual
cell in a cell culture to study contact- and diffusion-mediated communication among
neighboring cells. Cell-patterning methods[105] have been developed to create in vitro
cell cultures that mimic in vivo patterns of cellular organization[106]. When a specific
pattern of in vitro cell culture can be reproduced, cell-cell-ECM interactions can be
systematically studied using various microscopic imaging techniques, including
multiphoton[107], confocal[108], and atomic force microscopy[109]; and techniques
such as laser-capture microdissection. Cell patterning techniques are used in cell biology
and to develop better biosensors by aiding in the placement of the cell proximal to the
electrode tip to optimize the detected biopotential[110-112]. Cell patterning was used to
develop the CellChipTM system, which performs cell-based assays in drug discovery.
CellChipTM, which incorporates high-throughput screening and high-content screening
into one platform of spatially resolved cultures of multiple cell types[113, 114], has
enabled faster, less expensive methods for large-scale drug screening.
Cell patterning is conventionally achieved in two ways. The first method involves
chemically modifying the substrate to either promote or inhibit cell adhesion[115-118].
Although these substrate modification techniques can be used to pattern millions of cells
with certain geometry, they cannot be used to pattern cells with submicron accuracy.
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They also lack temporal control: The passive action of depositing cells does not allow for
controlling or monitoring the temporal behavior of cell-cell interactions prior to cell
attachment. A second method is to pattern cells directly onto a surface using techniques
such as ink-jet printing[119-122] and MAPLE-DW[123, 124]—a laser forward-transfer
technique[125, 126]. These techniques, which are suitable for creating layers of cells and
engineering tissues in vitro, are not designed to pattern small numbers of cells with the
accuracy necessary for systematic cell-cell interaction studies. Responding to the critical
need for a system that precisely positions individual cells, our lab recently developed a
laser guidance-based cell patterning system that enables creation of reproducible patterns
with a very small degree of variation. In this chapter, we describe optical force-based
laser guidance and how to use it to micropattern cells for highly accurate investigation of
cell-cell interaction in an engineered microenvironment.

Optical force distribution
A strongly focused laser beam will cause laser tweezers. When this occurs, rather
than being guided along the laser beam, the cells are trapped at the laser focus point.
According to the optical theory, the strength of a laser’s focus is determined by the laser
beam waist. Thus, to high-speed micropatterning cells in three dimensions, the optical
force distribution along vertical and transerve directions was calculated theoretically
against a different beam waist (1 µm, 2 µm, 4 µm) to estimate a proper beam-waist range.
The conditions for the theoretical calculations were based on our actual experiments
(wavelength: 800nm; Power: 200mW; refractive index of the PBS medium: 1.33; average
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cell size: 10µm; and average cell refractive index: 1.36). When the beam waist was as
small as 1 µm, the axial optical force values along vertical direction changed from
negative to positive at all transverse positions, which formed the laser tweezers mode.
When the beam waist was as big as 4 µm, the axial optical force values kept positive
along vertical direction at all transverse positions, which formed the loose-guidance
mode. Interestingly, when the beam waist was 2 µm, the axial optical force values were
characterized as laser-tweezers mode within a small portion of transverse positions near
the focal point, but the force switched to guidance mode with all positive values outside
the focal point, which was termed as transitional mode in this chapter. Radial optical
force values changed from positive to negative near the focal point along transverse
direction, thus the cell can be confined on the beam axis. Radial optical force in tweezers
mode was characterized by two peaks along the vertical direction, which resulted small
radial trapping force near the focal point. Otherwise, radial optical force in transitional
and guidance modes only had one peak located at focal point along vertical direction
(figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.5 The 3D color mapping shown the axial optical force (left column) and
radial optical force (right column) distribution along the vertical direction (laser
propagation direction) and transverse direction (perpendicular to laser propagation
direction) with different laser beam waist 1 µm (first row), 2 µm (second row), and 4 µm
(third row).
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Optimized optical configuration
The entire cell micropatterning system was built around a stationary downwardpropagating laser beam, which was expanded, collimated, and focused into the cell
deposition chamber for cell guidance. At the beginning of the cell micropatterning
process, a cell was trapped at the center of the laser beam because of the radial
component of the optical force (radial force). Due to the axial component of the optical
force (axial force), the cell was pushed downward along the laser beam propagation
direction (Z direction) to the substrate. The trapped cell should be moved back to the
object plan of the imaging system during guidance for continuous imaging tracing.
Therefore, the chamber was simultaneously lifted up with a motion speed equal to the
cell-guidance speed determined by the axial force. To guide cells with a high transverse
speed, the radial optical force should have a sufficient peak-value to trap the cell in the
beam center. Simultaneously, to reduce individual cell patterning time, the axial optical
force should be strong enough to provide a relatively high vertical guidance speed. In
addition to these two force peak-value requirements, the forces should also attenuate
gradually in space to provide an effective range that would allow cells to follow the
movement of the trap during guidance. However, the maximal peak value and the
broadest effective range of the force distribution would not occur in the same spatial
region for a given optical beam configuration. Therefore, the cell should be kept in a
guidance region that compromises among maximum axial force, maximum radial force
and broadest effective force range so that it would be guided onto the substrate with a
maximum speed. To reveal an optical configuration that would generate an optimal
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guidance region, the optical force distribution associated with different beam waists (0.4,
2, and 4 μm) was numerically calculated using the GLMT method. The other parameters
used in our calculation were wavelength = 830 nm, power = 200 mW, refractive index of
the medium = 1.33, refractive index of the cell = 1.36, and cell diameter = 10 μm.

Figure 3.6 Radial and axial optical forces were simulated along the radial
direction at different axial positions to locate the guidance region
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The optical forces (radial and axial) were simulated along the radial direction at
different axial positions, as shown in figure 3.6. The beam with a 4 μm waist would not
provide a radial force as high as that provided by a 2 μm beam for trapping a cell in the
beam center. On the other hand, although the radial force generated from the beam with a
0.4 μm waist was stronger than that generated by the 2 μm beam in a relatively broad
range, the axial force in the same range generated by this beam was not sufficient for
effective guidance. Therefore, the 2 μm beam could provide enough peak force and
effective force range, which would be ideal for laser cell micropatterning. In addition,
according to the simulation results, the best guidance region centered at the focal plane of
laser beam. Therefore, the image plane should be adjusted to the laser beam’s focal plane.

Table 3.2 The effective regions were evaluated for different laser beam’s configurations
NA

Beam waist

Lens combination

Effective regions

≈ 0.7

≈ 0.4

8mm-200mm-30mm

Loss of control

≈ 0.1

≈2

30mm-200mm-30mm

≈80 μm

≈ 0.06

≈4

30mm-60mm-30mm

Loss of control

To validate our simulation experimentally, we constructed the laser beams with
different NA by changing the combination of three lenses: The first two lenses were used
for beam expansion and alignment, and the third one was used as the guidance lens to
focus the laser beam into the chamber for cell guidance. According to the equation,
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0 


 NA

, the lenses were chosen to match the beam waists used in the simulation. To

evaluate different beam configurations for our cell micropatterning system, we moved a
cell in transversal directions at a speed of 50 μm/s and recorded the effective regions
where the control of the cell was not lost. Shown in table 3.2, the laser beam with NA =
0.1 (beam waist close to 2 μm) could provide the optimized manipulation on biological
cells for our micropatterning system, which agreed with the simulation results.

Cell Damage Considerations
A reasonable concern is that exposure to the laser radiation, especially in its focus
may cause cell damage. Because of the strength and popularity of optical tweezers as a
biological tool, there have been several studies investigating the optimal wavelength of
laser radiation that should be used for minimum biological damage, and what effects it
may have.
Vorobjev and coworkers first reported on their investigations of biological
damage versus radiation wavelength effects[127]. They found that laser irradiation
caused chromosomal shoulders to stick together during separation. They assessed the
amount of ‘sticking’ in relation to radiation wavelengths from 700 nm to 840 nm at 130
mW power for times up to 5 minutes. They found that the wavelengths producing
minimal chromosomal separation abnormalities were 700 nm and 800 – 820 nm. They
also found that the maximum chromosomal sticking occurred with exposure to the 760 765 nm wavelength.
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In a 1996 Studying different optical trapping wavelengths on human spermatozoa,
Konig et al found that wavelengths below 800nm induced UVA type oxidative stress and
cell death[128]. They also suggested the use of a single frequency laser, to reduce
cytotoxic effects. In 1996 Liang investigated the effects of optical trap wavelength on
cloning efficiency, and came to a similar conclusion, adding that for exposure times less
than 3 minutes, there was little effect[129].
When Odde and Renn used and 800nm wavelength laser in their first laser guided
direct writing of chick neurons they found that the cells remained viable even after hour
long exposures at high intensities of over 100 W/m2[130]. In 2002 Mohanty used the
COMET assay to assess the DNA damage to cells exposed to micro-focused laser
radiation over wavelengths form 750 nm - 1064 nm, they found that the least damage
occurred over the 800 nm - 1064 nm range with little variation in that range[131]. Their
data for 30 s exposure times at 120mW showed the least damaging wavelength was 800
nm resulting in a mean DNA damage of 12%. Besides the direct effects of radiation on
cellular DNA, the effect of heating was also considered. Liu et al examined the change in
the temperature of Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells when exposed to the focus of a
1064nm laser, finding that the heat generated was roughly 1.15 ± 0.25 °C/100mW[132].
With laser guidance and trapping powers between 100 – 150 mW, the amount of heat
generated is likely not harmful.
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Laser-Guided Cell Micropatterning System
The primary components of our laser-guided cell micropatterning system were the
laser source, the optics used to configure the beam for guidance, the cell-deposition
chamber, the computer-controlled, motorized 3-axis translational stage to move the
chamber relative to the laser beam, the cell-feed mechanism to insert cells into the
chamber, the imaging optics with a CCD camera, and the computer to control the cellmicropatterning procedure. The entire laser-guided cell micropatterning system, shown in
figure 3.7, was built around a stationary downward-propagating laser beam that was
focused with a small numerical aperture (NA ≈ 0.1) to produce a guidance region in the
cell-deposition chamber, where a cell was trapped in the beam center and pushed
downward to the substrate.
Typical cell-micropatterning procedure began with preparation of the patterning
substrate and the cell suspension. The cell suspension was loaded into a 50 µl
microsyringe coupled with a hollow fiber. The substrate and the hollow fiber were placed
and sealed into the cell-deposition chamber. The chamber was mounted on the 3-axis
motorized translational stage to move using an Xbox360 controller relative to the laser
beam and imaging system. The imaging system’s field-of-view and focus were adjusted
to the guidance region of the laser beam and kept in that region during the entire cell
pattern procedure. This allowed the user to freely navigate through the chamber by
adjusting the chamber’s position via scanning the 3D translational stage that held the
chamber. Cells were injected through the hollow fiber into the media-filled chamber. The
horizontal plane projection the vertical laser beam viewed with the CCD camera was a
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point and was marked on the computer screen as a cross. When this point that indicated
the position of the laser beam’s axis was centered onto a floating cell through moving the
3D translational stage, the laser guidance was started by opening the laser shutter to trap
the cell. Once a cell was trapped, it was guided onto a desired point on the substrate again
through moving the 3D translational stage. The process was repeated until the intended
cell pattern was formed.

Figure 3.7 Schematics of the laser-guided cell micropatterning system

Optics
The laser source used was a single-transverse-mode diode laser (200 mW, 830
nm, CW, S6020-200, Intense Inc.) attached to a diode laser mount (TCLDM9, Thorlabs
Inc.), which provided current and temperature control. An aspheric collimating lens (f =
4.51 mm, NA = 0.55, C230TME-B, Thorlabs Inc.) was used immediately outside the
diode laser chip followed by an anamorphic prism pairs (NT47-274, Edmund Optics)
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used to transform the elliptical beam into the circular one. Then the beam was expanded
and steered by using a bi-convex lens pair (f = 15 mm, D = 0.5’’ mm and f = 20 mm, D =
0.5’’, LB1092-B, LB1450-B, Thorlabs, Inc.). The second lens was mounted on a
motorized translational stage (PT1-Z8, Thorlabs, Inc.) to steer the beam’s focus point so
that the guidance region of the beam coincided with the object plane of the imaging
system. The beam then passed through a 45° dichroic mirror (DMLP567, Thorlabs Inc.)
that reflected the visible image to the CCD camera while allowing passage of the 830 nm
beam. Next, the beam was focused into the cell-deposition chamber using a longworking-distance objective (20x, Mitutoyo Plan Apo Infinity-corrected, NT46-145,
Edmund Optics) with NA = 0.42 and f = 10 mm. The illumination source was a
collimated green (530 nm) 200 mW LED (M530L2, Thorlabs Inc.). The illumination
beam was reflected upwards by the dichroic mirror and through the bottom of the
chamber, passed through the 20x objective, and was reflected to the camera by the
dichroic mirror. Before the image carried by the illumination beam was captured by the
CCD camera (XC-ST50 Sony), it was passed through several IR filters to remove
artifacts from the guidance beam. The CCD camera was mounted on a 3D translational
stage to allow the center of the CCD to be aligned to the laser guidance region.

Cell-Deposition Chamber
Living cells require media to survive. In the long term, the media provides
nutrients and growth factors and facilitates transport of waste material. In the short term,
the media provides a hydrating source with the proper osmolarity and pH required for
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homeostasis. During the cell patterning process, cells must be kept in such an
environment. To provide this condition in our laser-guided cell micropatterning system,
we designed a “patternscope” chamber, which used standard 35mm Petri dishes or
commercial MEAs as the substrate. The patternscope design was characterized by a
submersible laser passage window housed in a tubular structure that allowed rotation and
height adjustment of the laser passage window and microinjection fiber. The patternscope
component of the chamber included a fiber guide that allowed insertion and adjustable
positioning of a microinjection fiber. In the patternscope-chamber design (figure 3.8), the
substrate being patterned to must have a fluid containing wall (as in a Petri dish or the
glass ring of a standard MEA). We clamped this wall tightly against a PDMS gasket
attached to the underside of the top clamp. The PDMS gasket sealed the substrate dish
and the patternscope, creating an airtight relatively dry seal. The dry seal would assist on
preventing fungal contamination.

Figure 3.8 Patternscope cell-deposition chamber design, exposure drawing with
Petri dish (left) and assembly drawing with MEA with glass ring (right)
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Nanoliter volumes of a cell suspension were injected into the chamber through a
PEEK tubing to feed single cells into the guidance region of the laser beam. The
imaging/laser window was made from a FEP plug film that allowed vital gas exchange in
the otherwise sealed chamber. Keeping the chamber sealed in this way helped reduce
contamination and conserve the molarity of the media inside. The relative impermeability
of FEP film to water vapor was especially important during time-lapse microscopy and
electrophysiology experiments, when humidity is difficult to control. Use of FEP was
based on the long-term culturing apparatus employed by Potter and DeMarse[133].
The whole chamber was stabilized on a three-axis motorized stage (Aerotech
FA90-25-25-25) driven by three Aerotech N-drive units communicating with the
computer via IEEE1394. The stage was capable of submicron resolution and 25 mm
travel distance in all three axes. An incubation system was built on the chamber to
maintain optimal culture temperature during patterning to increase cell health and
moderate convection forces, which can arise from the substrate’s absorbance of laser
radiation. The system consisted of thin Kapton-coated heating elements and small
resistance temperature detector (RTD), which were connected to proportional integral
derivative (PID) controller (Omega CN9512).The PID controller was equipped with an
autotune function which would 'learn' the temperature response characteristics of the
system and calculate the appropriate current feedback to reach and maintain a specific
temperature. During chamber assembly the RTD was placed in contact with the culture
medium. The initial training of the PID controller was performed under typical
experimental conditions with a fully assembled and loaded chamber. 5 minutes prior to
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each experiment the incubation system was turned on allowing the media to reach a
steady temperature of 37 °C with ± 1 °C variation.

System Control Software
The control system was run on an Intel Core 2 Quad computer with 4 GB of RAM
and windows XP. The control software was written in LabVIEW8.5, which allowed for
the manual assignment of specific processes to individual processor cores. The Aerotech
stage used RTX to communicate with the computer through an IEEE1394 port. RTXenabled drivers were dedicated to one processor core and the firewire card to control of
the Aerotech stage, leaving three processor cores, two of which were assigned
exclusively, shown in figure 3.9. The LabVIEW program consists of four primary timed
loops 1) to handle user inputs from the front panel, keyboard, and Xbox360 controller; 2)
to capture, process, and display the patterning video with navigational overlays; 3) to
read motion-control data from the analog sticks and compute the movement vectors; and
4) to issue motion commands to each of the three axes. Processes 3 and 4 were assigned
their own processors and ran in parallel, allowing for the shortest loop periods (40 ms)
and smoothest control. Motion commands were issued using .dlls, while low priority
initialization and status commands were issued through subVIs supplied with the
Aerotech A3200 software.
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Figure 3.9 Flow chart of system-control software

The opening/closing of the laser shutter and the laser intensity adjustment were
controlled via serial port/RS232 access through VISA in LabVIEW. The injection
command and parameters of volume and rate were issued through a USB/serial port
adapter, which communicated with LabVIEW via RS232 access through VISA. Cell
manipulation and navigation were primarily controlled by an Xbox360 controller because
of Windows compatibility and long-term availability. The advantages of using this type
of controller were its cost efficiency and ease of replacement. It had more inputs
available than a typical joystick controller for the motorized stages. The analog thumbsticks were used to maneuver in X, Y, and Z. The mark/recall buttons allowed the user to
mark way-points on the substrate, for example, an electrode. Pressing the microinjection
button triggered an injection of cells into the chamber and commanded the motorized
stage to bring those cells into the field-of-view and laser-guidance region. Then, the user
maneuvered the cell into the center of the screen, where the laser was focused, and
pressed the laser button to open the laser shutter, turning on the laser guidance. Once the
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user captured the cell in the guidance beam, and it was held in the center of the field-ofview, an on-screen direction indicator pointed toward the previously marked way-point.
Following the indicator, the user navigated to the way-point using the thumb sticks,
carrying the cell along in the laser guidance region.

Cell Micropatterning Results
High Accuracy Single Cell Array
Organs and tissues are composed of numerous cells arranged in highly complex
and specific spatial and temporal patterns. These arrangements control tissue structure
and modulate cell function to a large extent[134]. Communication among neighboring
cells, mediated by physical contact and diffusive signal, regulates normal cellular
functions. The importance of cell arrangement and patterning in understanding cellular
functions and cell-cell interactions is well recognized[135-139]. Surface-patterning
techniques dependent on chemical or physical modification of the substrate to either
allow or prevent cell-surface adhesion have been employed in vitro to create layers of
cells and to engineer tissues to mimic in vivo structures[140-143]. However, although
surface-patterning techniques can be used to pattern millions of cells with certain
geometry, these techniques cannot pattern individual cells with the high accuracy
required for systematic observation of cell-cell interaction. The laser guidance-based cell
micropatterning described here achieves specific patterning with high spatial resolution
(less than 1µm[144]) by precisely moving the target substrate during the cell
micropatterning process. In our work, chick forebrain neurons were patterned to the
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desired region of a substrate to form a cell array. The cells were patterned on a glass
coverslip with a distance of 20µm between neighboring cells (figure 3.10).

Figure 3.10 A) High spatial-resolution polystyrene bead array; B) High spatialresolution single cell array

Adult Cardiomyocyte Alignment
Native cardiomyocytes have an aligned arrangement in which neighboring
cardiomyocytes are electrically and mechanically coupled through contact junctions.
When adult cardiomyocytes are conventionally cultured in a dish, the resultant lack of
myocyte end-to-end alignment is one reason for the dedifferentiation manifested by the
irregular alignment of the sarcomeres[145]. Studying mechanical functions of
cardiomyocytes in vitro requires construction of a cell-culture model that will replicate
the most relevant characteristics of the heart tissue[21, 146, 147]. Adult cardiomyocytes
are rod-shaped cells of approximately 150µm in length and 30-50µm in diameter (figure
3.11). Using our system of laser guidance-based cell micropatterning, we formed end-toend aligned patterns as follows: A cardiomyocyte was trapped, and the action of the
optical force in the focus region caused the cell to rotate into a vertical orientation while
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it was simultaneously guided to a particular section of the substrate. As soon as the lower
end of the cell made contact with the substrate immediately next to the previously
pattered cell, the laser was used to pull the cell in the direction of this previously
patterned cell, thus trapping the cell and pushing it onto the substrate in end-to-end
alignment with the previously patterned cell.

Figure 3.11 Adult cardiomyocyte patterning achieved with the laser guidancebased cell micropatterning

Neuronal Network
A current emphasis in neuroscience research is the study of neuronal network
dynamics and how network structure contributes to memory consolidation and
information processing. To achieve these research goals, there is a critical need for a
practical tool to create defined and simplified heterotypic neuronal networks in which
every intercellular connection is identifiable, including each cell’s dedicated
electrophysiological input and output. By manipulating and monitoring individual
neurons and neuronal networks, we can understand the effect of a single cell and its
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connections on discrete changes in the development and operation of a neuronal
network[148-150]. Therefore, cell patterning techniques are essential to creating an
engineered neuronal network to explore the roles of cell-contact and network architecture
in information-processing capability[151-154].
In combination with soft lithography-based microfabrication, our laser guidancebased cell micropatterning system was used to produce neuronal networks with defined
connectivity and single-cell resolution. Soft lithography techniques were used to create a
microstructure with multiple microwells and microtunnels over a commercially available
microelectrode array (MEA). To study the electrical activity of a neuronal network, each
single neuron was trapped and guided into a single microwell (that is, each microwell
contained only one neuron). One of the electrodes on the MEA was in the bottom of each
microwell[155]. The results, figure 3.12, showed that microtunnels connecting adjacent
microwells in the microstructure guided the neuritis sprouted from neurons in individual
microwells to extend toward adjacent microwells and connect to the neurons patterned
into the microwells on the electrodes. A laser-patterned neuronal circuit with single-cell
resolution was created and studied through cell culturing and electrophysiology.

Figure 3.12 Neuronal circuit on MEA with single-cell resolution
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CHAPTER FOUR
METHOD II: BIOCHIP CONSTRUCTION

Microminiaturization is one of the fastest growing fields in the analytical
sciences. Over the past twenty years, a diverse range of micrometer-scale devices has
been fabricated in silicon and in glass, and more recently in different types of plastic. The
scope of applications for the new microminiature analytical devices (biochips,
microchips, “lab-on-a-chip”) spanned analytical chemistry and biomedical sciences.
Devices for genetic testing have attracted particular attention from microminiaturization
community, and a fully integrated genetic analyzer that would accept a minute sample of
whole blood and produce a result without further human intervention has been a reality.
Lab-on-a-chip devices would act as personal laboratories that could be used for a broad
range of home testing and directly contribute to health maintenance and quality of life.
Today, the biochip devices are making major contributions to the drug discovery
process. Microarray devices (DNA chips, gene chips, microspot chips) comprising
surface arrays of micrometer-sized patches of antibodies, cDNA or oligonucleotides are
also having a major impact in biomedical research; particularly in gene expression
studies, mutation detection, and protein analysis. The ability of microanalyzers to
accomplish complicated analytical tasks, particularly with samples containing cells, is
increasing. These new devices (biochips) contain microelectrodes, microfluidic elements,
and other microfabricated features that orchestrate a variety of sample manipulation and
analytical steps. Biochips with well-defined cell arrangements have been developed for
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isolating and analyzing large quantities of individual cells in identical and controlled
environments, which allow the assessment of contact-mediated cell-cell interactions in a
dynamic and high-throughput fashion. To create these biochips, microfabrication
techniques have been widely used due to their advantages of confining cellular
morphology, controlling or mimicking physiological microenvironment, improving
culture efficiency, and achieving reproducible cultures. Biochips microfabricated with
multiple microwells [156] or semi permeable obstacles [157]are capable of physically
trapping individual cells within each compartment, which allows for high-throughput
screening of the behavior of single cells under identical microenvironments. The surfacepatterning method [158, 159] has been used to create biochips by transferring celladhesion proteins from microfabricated membranes onto the pretreated substrates to
immobilize cells for producing a culture with similar cell-spreading size and shape.

Design Concept
Contact-promotive biochip: this biochip (figure 4.1 left) was designed to study the
electrical coupling between stem cells and cardiomyocytes through gap junctions. Each
biochip had 9 × 9 identical microwells (50 μm in length and 25 μm in width), which
contained one stem cell and one cardiomyocyte and regulated them to form board contact
area on their cell surface.
Contact-preventive biochip: this biochip (figure 4.1 left) was designed to study
the electrical coupling between stem cells and cardiomyocytes through nanotubes
extended from stem cell’s body. Each biochip had 9 × 9 identical microwells and each
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microwell had two square (30 μm × 30 μm) connected by a microchannel (12 μm in
width). The stem cell in the right square may extended nanotubes to contact with the
cardiomyocytes in the left square, or may not contact with cardiomyocytes with any
format.
Cardiac muscle-fiber biochip: this biochip (figure 4.1 right) was designed to study
the electrical coupling between stem cells and cardiomyocytes under a microenvironment
mimicking cardiac tissue. Each assay had 8 long-slot microwells (1.5 mm in length and
30 μm in width), which was aligned to one line of electrodes on the multi-electrode array
(MEA) chip. Cardiomyocytes were seeded and grown within the assay. After cardiac
muscle fiber formed in the microwells, parts of cells were removed by micropipette to
form a blank gap in the fiber, where individual stem cells were deposited as a bridge to
connect two parts of fiber.

Figure 4.1 Schematics of three biochip designs

Photolithographic Microfabrication
The elastomeric membranes were made by curing PDMS on rigid silicon molds.
The silicon molds were created using standard photolithography techniques with 2”
mechanical grade polished silicon wafers, SU-8 2025 negative photoresist, a Laurell WS-
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400B-6NPP/LITE spin coater and a Suss MJB-3 microaligner with 200W lamp house.
With these materials it was possible to create molds as previous design.
The masks which were used to selectively block the UV radiation from the mask
aligner and UV lamp were designed in AutoCAD™ and laser photo-plotted by CAD/Art
Services, Inc. Laser photoplots were much cheaper than traditional chromium masks
allowing for frequent modifications of elastomeric membrane designs. The drawback was
that the resolution of the masks was limited to 8-10µm for the smallest feature. When
using photoplots the emulsion side was placed downward in immediate contact with the
photoresist coated wafer to obtain the best resolution. If a design was intended to align to
a certain layout, as was the case with membranes aligned to the electrodes of the MEA, it
was important to make sure that the layout correctly oriented and that the desired
emulsion side be specified to enable proper alignment. The masks were cut out from the
photoplot sheet and attached to 4”x4”x ¼” soda-lime glass with small dabs of superglue
in 4 corners. The masks were cut larger than the 2" wafers to ensure that full coverage
was achieved. If a mask only partially covered a wafer it could cause poor leveling
leading to poor resolution, or it could scratch the photoresist surface and become stuck,
making alignment difficult. Care was taken to avoid contamination of the transparent
areas with glue, and to use as little glue as possible to minimize the distance between the
mask and the glass. The features which were meant to match the MEA were enlarged by
4.3% in the AutoCAD™ drawing (but not the alignment marks) to account for shrinkage
of the PDMS molds during curing.
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The silicon wafer was placed and sealed on the spinner, the SU-8 2025 was
pumped onto the wafer surface using a 3 mL syringe, and the program was set according
to the relationship between spin speed and film thickness (figure 4.2). To create a 40 µm
thickness, a three-step program was used: (1) 800 rpm for 10 seconds to pre-spread the
SU-8 onto the whole wafer; (2) 2000 rpm for 30 seconds to achieve the designed
thickness; (3) 500 rpm for 10 seconds to remove the edge using ERB solution, which was
dropped onto the wafer edge after the speed was slow down. After the SU-8 spinning
onto the wafer, the whole wafer was placed onto a hotplate for soft bake at 95 °C for 5
minutes.

Figure 4.2 Relationship between spin speed and SU-8 thickness
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Negative resists such as SU-8 are crosslinked by exposure to UV radiation. The
energy required to fully crosslink the resist is related to the thickness of the resist. The
specification sheet provided by Microchem for their SU-8 photoresists lists a table of
exposure energies (mJ/cm2) for different resist thicknesses. The power supply/controller
for the UV lamp on the MJB3 aligner will keep the output of the lamp at a constant
intensity (mW/cm2). Exposure times are simply computed by dividing the suggested
energy by the lamps set output, mJ/cm2=mW/cm2×S, (mJ/cm2 is selected based on
thickness, mW/cm2 is equal to 5). For best results an overexposure of 10%-50% was
normally used. Over exposure ensures full crosslinking and penetration to the bottom of
the resist, but can reduce resolution. For our research, the exposure time was set at 45
seconds. After the exposure, the whole wafer was transferred onto the hotplate again for
post bake at 95 °C for 8 minutes.
After post bake, the un-crosslinked photoresist was removed by submerging the
wafer in developer, MicroChem® SU-8 developer. In the instruction documentation
provided by MicroChem there was a table of layer thickness vs. development time. In our
experience we found these times to be much longer than needed. If the mold is exposed
to developer for too long, there was a tendency for features to separate from the silicon
mold and flake off. As such, molds were developed just long enough that no resist is
visible on the wafer. At this point the wafer was removed and rinsed one last time with
fresh developer, and then both sides were rinsed with isopropyl alcohol. Care was taken
to not spray the center features directly as even the force from this rinsing could damage
the features. If the isopropanol created a milky residue on the wafer, the wafer required
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further development. No harm came from rinsing the mold too early, so it was better to
observe the milky residue than to develop for too long which could cause flaking of the
photoresist from the wafer. Often, an additional 10-30 seconds of development was
sufficient to finish development. After rinsing with isopropanol both sides of the wafer
were rinsed with DI water. The wafer was then placed back on the 65°C hotplate to
evaporate the DI water. Though it was not required for SU-8 resists, a hard-bake may
increase the strength of a molds features as well as insuring release of any solvents.
Molds were hard baked at 137°C in a vacuum oven for at least 4 hours.

Figure 4.3 The rigid molds made by photolithographic microfabrication
technique. Left one was used to create a contact-promotive biochip, and right one was
used to create a contact-preventive biochip.

Soft Lithographic Microfabrication
Soft lithography refers to processes which use lithography via elastomeric (soft)
transfer of a pattern. We used the same techniques used for creating the soft lithography
stamps to create our elastomeric membranes. To aid in the removal of elastomeric
membranes from the silicon molds the surface was first silanized. The thin elastomeric
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membranes were not strong enough to withstand removal without this step. Hard-baked
molds were placed in a vacuum desiccator face up. 3-7 drops of 1H,1H,2H,2HPerfluorooctyltrichlorosilane (PFOTS) was placed in the desiccator and it was placed
under vacuum. Once a maximum vacuum (~25 inches) was attained, the desiccator valve
was shut and the molds were evaporation coated overnight. Usually the vacuum
desiccator would lose its vacuum seal by the next day, if not care was taken to slowly
bring the desiccator back up to atmospheric pressure as a sudden influx of air would
whisk and shatter the silicon wafer inside the desiccator.
Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) was obtained as a two-part elastomer, Sylgard™
184, from World Precision Instruments. The base was mixed with the curing agent in 9:1
(rather than the recommended 10:1) as a higher curing agent content has been shown to
be more biocompatible to in vitro cell cultures[160]. To this mixture we added 10%
xylene to decrease viscosity allowing more uniform breakthrough clear-through-holeforming pillars. The uncured PDMS solution was spin-coated onto the silicon molds at
speeds sufficient to reduce the PDMS thickness to just below the 40µm posts. The posts
were fabricated at this height in accordance with the desired membrane thickness. To
minimize optical aberrations and thermal absorption the thickness of the elastomeric
membranes was minimized. To obtain clear through holes with minimal microwell
aberrations a PDMS mixture with 10% xylene additive was spun at 3000rpm, according
to the relationship between spin speed and PDMS thickness[161] (figure 4.4).
The PDMS was then cured by baking the wafer on a hotplate at 125ºC for 1-3
minutes. The elastomeric membranes could then be gently peeled from the mold. A
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single silicon mold could be used to produce over 20 elastomeric membranes before
losing integrity (features breaking off). A collection of membranes was baked in a
vacuum oven at 137ºC for at least 2 hours, which can ensure maximum cross-linking and
equivalent cross-linking between membranes. In work by Millet and colleagues it was
found that an improvement in biocompatibility of PDMS microfluidic neuronal culture
systems resulted from both autoclaving and short chain oligomer extraction[162]. They
posited that the autoclave process increases the amount of cross-linking, reducing the
number of short chain oligomers which are presumed to be a cytotoxic. The cured PDMS
membranes were then leached of oligomers in a three solvent process. PDMS membranes
were sonicated twice for 1hour in each of 3 solvents, triethylamine, ethyl acetate, and
acetone, listed in decreasing solvency. The membranes were then vacuum baked for at
least 2 hours to make sure solvents were removed. Next the membranes were attached to
the substrate (coverglass or MEA).

Figure 4.4 Relationship between spin speed and PDMS thickness
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The membranes used for cardiac muscle-fiber biochips were aligned to the MEA
under a dissection microscope in a dissection hood. Both the MEA and the elastomeric
membrane were treated with oxygen plasma at 150 mTorr for 5 minutes on medium.
After plasma treatment the MEA was lightly sprayed with 70% ethanol which acted as a
quickly evaporating lubricant to aid in sliding the membrane. As the ethanol-water
mixture dried, the movement of the membrane became slower. Using two sets of forceps
the membrane was aligned so that all microwells were arranged over the electrodes. Once
proper alignment was achieved the substrate was allowed to dry under the microscope
illumination, temporarily fixing it in place. Next any air bubbles were pressed out toward
the edges with a gloved finger and alignment was rechecked. For the other biochips, the
elastomeric membranes were attached onto a glass coverslips. All the biochips were then
heated at 50°C for 2 hours, creating a permanent bond. The figure 4.5 showed a cardiac
muscle-fiber biochip, which composed by an aligned membrane on a MEA chip.

Figure 4.5 Cardiac muscle-fiber biochip, in which microwells were aligned to the
electrodes of an MEA
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CHAPTER FIVE
RESULT AND DISCUSSION I: ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY

In-Vivo Mimicking Electrical Conduction Model
Electrical conduction within the heart normally begins with generation of an
action potential by a cardiac pacemaker cell, resulting in the depolarization of
surrounding cells, and then initiation of a propagating wavefront and subsequent
unimpeded propagation of depolarization in a cardiac tissue[163]. Some disease
conditions such as ischemia or infarction can lead to changes in tissue structures, notably
formation of nonconductive fibrous tissue. These nonfunctional regions can vary in size
from single-cell interspersion to large blocks, leading to conduction disruption and
blockage and subsequent arrhythmias[164]. Stem-cell transplantation aims at
regenerating functional tissue within the damaged heart. This new therapeutic technique
requires that conducting properties of the stem-cell graft must match that of the host
tissue to provide unimpeded conduction. Currently, in vitro studies on electrical
conductivity of stem cells are performed in random cell-culture models[16, 20], which
cannot provide precise information relevant to the heart, in which muscle cells are
aligned to form cardiac fibers. Therefore, a reproducible and in vivo-mimicking model is
especially important for systematically investigating stem-cell electrical conductivity. In
this study, an in vivo-like cardiac muscle was constructed as a one-dimensional
conduction model to study stem-cell conductivity.
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To rapidly assess electrical propagation along each cardiac muscle fiber, the
cardiac muscle model was constructed on multielectrode arrays (MEAs). When an action
potential was generated on the cell membrane, a spike waveform associated with the
corresponding extracellular field potential could be measured by one electrode on the
MEA. Only when the cell that generated the action potential was within 10 to 20 μm
range relative to the electrode could the spike recorded by the electrode have sufficiently
high magnitude; this provided a high spatial resolution for recording the locally activated
electrical signals[152]. Because the electrodes on the MEAs could record the
extracellular field potential without damage to the cell membrane, long-term assessments
on electrical conductivity from the same cell culture were possible. To date, study of
MEA-based electrical conductivity was achieved by randomly culturing a large amount
of cardiomyocytes over the MEA surface[165]. Initially, two-dimensional models were
developed by seeding cells on the MEA surface without any spatial restriction. Very
weak control of cell orientation and arrangement in two-dimensional models made it
difficult to perform unidirectional electrical conduction through the cell culture. The
results were ambiguous for evaluating and comparing electrical conductivity on different
culture samples or on the same sample on different culture days. Therefore, onedimensional cardiac muscle models were established by restricting the cell culture in a
narrow strip on the MEA as multiple muscle fibers. These cardiac muscle fibers
permitted unidirectional electrical conduction along only a linear pathway, which allowed
for a relatively high throughput and systematic assessment of electrical conductivity.
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Cardiomyocytes in native myocardial tissue are organized in parallel to form
cardiac muscle fibers. The intracellular contractile myofibrils are aligned along the fiber,
and the intercellular junction proteins concentrate at the ends of the cardiomyocytes[21].
This highly oriented cellular architecture is critical for proper electromechanical coupling
between cardiomyocytes. However, in conventional cultures, cardiomyocytes spread with
disorganized myofibrils and diffusive junctions, losing their normal myocardial
morphology and functions[145]. Therefore, based on the concept that structure
determines function, it is essential to establish a culture model with in vivo-like
morphology to restore and maintain the normal electrical function of cardiomyocytes.
With such a model, stem-cell electrical conductivity can be assessed under an in vivo-like
condition that is significant for cell transplantation into the heart tissue. Several methods
have been successfully used in aligning cardiomyocytes to build in vitro cardiac muscle
fibers. These methods include microcontact printing[166]and microfluidics[139], in
which cell adhesion proteins (e.g., fibronectin, laminin, or collagen I)are patterned onto
the polystyrene cell culture dishes to guide cardiomyocyte alignment. With such
approaches, however, it is difficult to transfer and immobilize the proteins onto the MEA
surface. In this study, we used lithographic techniques to microfabricate a biochip with
multiple microwells in which cardiomyocytes can be aligned to form in vivo-like cardiac
muscle fibers under geometric restriction.
To study cell electrical conductivity based on a cardiac muscle model, cell bridges
were created on each muscle fiber. The electrical signal propagation through the cell
bridge was assessed by calculating the electrical conduction velocities of the cells that
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formed the bridge. Cell-bridge methods associated with cardiac muscle fiber models were
developed in previous studies[22]. For example, a narrow spacer was used to selectively
block a segment of the micropattened fibronectin to prevent cell attachment while cells
were seeded to form the muscle fiber. After the spacer was removed, various types of
cells were seeded onto the blocked area to form a cell bridge. However, this method of
randomly filling cells to form the cell bridge cannot control the number of cells placed
for the bridge. In the study reported here, we used a micropipette to remove a defined
portion of each cardiac muscle fiber and then used the laser-patterning technique [167] to
deposit a controlled number of cells of a selected cell type to form the cell bridge. Our
goal was to create a defined cell bridge between two separated cardiomyocyte clusters
aligned as an in vivo-like cardiac muscle fiber model to systematically study stem cell
conductivity.

Stem-Cell Bridged Cardiac Muscle Fiber
Cardiac Muscle Fiber Construction
The cardiac muscle model was established by creating microwells on MEAs. A
microfabricated elastomeric membrane with eight through slots (1.5 mm in length, 30 μm
in width, and 40 μm in height) was bonded onto the surface of an MEA chip. The chip
contained 8 ×8indium tin oxide (ITO) electrodes without TiN coating (electrode diameter
and spacing were 30 μm and 200 μm, respectively). Each slot was aligned with one line
of MEA electrodes to form a long microwell that contained eight electrodes as shown in
figure 1(a). Cardiomyocytes were seeded onto the membrane immediately after cell
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harvest and grew inside the microwells to form eight cardiac muscle fibers. After the
cardiomyocytes formed fiber morphology, a portion of each fiber was removed by a glass
micropipette to form a gap.
The laser-patterning technique utilizes optical force, which can confine a single
cell in the axis of a laser beam and guide it downward to a substrate[130]. By moving the
substrate relative to the laser beam, selected cells can be moved transversely while they
are pushed down to create a specific cell pattern. Using this technique, individual stem
cells were laser-patterned into the gap (created using the glass micropipette) to connect
the two separated parts of the muscle fiber as shown in figure 5.1. Electrical activities
were recorded along each cardiac muscle fiber, and local conduction velocity was
calculated between two adjacent electrodes. Since the width of the fiber was smaller than
the cardiac electrotonic space constant, electrical propagation along the fiber was pseudo1D[19]. This allowed microscopic tracking of electrical propagation along a distinct
linear path without ambiguity about the exact pattern of electrical signal propagation. In
this setting, stem cells were tested for their ability to bridge electrical conduction within a
cardiac muscle fiber, and the results were compared with cardiomyocyte bridges (positive
control) and fibroblast bridges (negative control).
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Figure 5.1 Stem cells (pink spheres) were laser-patterned to form a bridge
connecting two separated cardiac muscle fibers (green) inside one microwell. Optical
force was used to trap a cell to the axis of the laser beam and guide it downward to the
MEA surface.

Stem Cell Bridge Formation
Freshly isolated cardiomyocytes were seeded on the biochips at a concentration of
2 × 106/mL. After four days the cardiac muscle fibers formed and started contraction
within the long microwells. Micropipettes fabricated typically for patch clamp
experiments using Brown-Flaming puller (P-97, Sutter Instrument Co.) were used; the
tips were polished using a microforge for a smooth edge. A prepared micropipette was
mounted onto a motorized three-dimensional micromanipulator and connected to a 20mL
syringe with a plastic tube. A middle portion of the muscle fiber in each microwell was
removed by strong suction under the inverted microscope; the small gap thus created
averaged 120 μm in length. After ensuring that neither cells nor cell debris was present in
the gap, the biochip was sealed into the laser-deposition chamber, and individual cells,
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including rMSCs and control cells (cardiomyocytes and fibroblasts) were laser-patterned
into the gap to bridge the separated cardiac muscle fibers. Since different cell types
experience different optical forces and thus display different moving speed, although our
cardiomyocyte population might have 5% cardiac fibroblasts, only cardiomyocyte were
selected by the laser guidance cell patterning procedure. The whole laser-patterning
process (10-30 s) was repeated until the gap was filled with stem cells as shown in figure
5.2(a). About twelve hours after laser-patterning (Day 1), the stem cells spread and
formed cell bridges connected to the adjacent cardiomyocytes as shown in figure 5.2(b).

Figure 5.2 Stem cell bridge (a) immediately after laser-patterning and (b)12 hours
later. Red: DiI for stem-cell tracking

Immunocytochemistry
On the third day after the cell bridge was created, the muscle fiber bridged by
stem cells was observed synchronously beating in the microwell. The cardiac muscle
fiber was stained by sarcomeric α-actinin (green), and the stem-cell bridge in the middle
was tracked by DiI (red) as shown in figure 5.3(a). The cardiac muscle fiber exhibited an
aligned and elongated morphology inside the long microwell as shown in figure 5.3(b),
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which mimicked the in vivo structure of heart tissue. Stem cells formed a bridge to
connect the separated muscle fibers as shown in figure 5.3(c). The connexin 43 staining
indicated that connexin 43 was locally concentrated at the connection areas between
stem-cell bridges and cardiac muscle fibers as shown in figure 5.3(d); this result
suggested that gap junctions might form and serve as electrical propagation channels
through the bridges. A three-dimensional confocal image of the connection area between
the muscle fibers and the cell bridge showed that the cardiac muscle fiber grew higher
than 30 μm by accumulating multiple layers of cardiomyocytes inside the microwell
(figures not provided).However, only a thin layer of stem-cell bridge grew on the bottom
of the microwell because the laser-patterning technique can precisely control the cell
number to be just enough for cell-bridge formation.

Electrical Conduction Analysis
The MEA chips were placed in the holder of a commercial data acquisition
system (MultiChannel System Inc.). A heating element underneath the device regulated
the temperature at 37 °C. MCS Rack V3.5.5 data acquisition software was used with A/D
conversion set at a 50kHz sampling rate. The raw signals from all the electrodes were
simultaneously recorded. Local activation time (LAT) was determined as the time with
maximal upstroke velocities (-dV/dtmax) of the electrogram recorded on each electrode.
The local conduction velocity (LCV) was calculated by dividing the distance between
two adjacent electrodes (200 μm) by the interval between their LATs. The electrical
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propagation along the cardiac muscle fiber with a cell bridge was assessed daily at twelve
hours after laser-patterning (Day 1) up to Day 7.

Figure 5.3 (a) Cardiac muscle fiber with a stem cell bridge; (b) cardiomyocytes
exhibited aligned morphology; (c)stem cells were well connected to the adjacent
cardiomyocytes; and (d) gap junctions expressed between the cardiac muscle fiber and
the cell bridge.
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Extracellular Field Potentials
Typical extracellular electrograms, shown in figure 5.4, were recorded on the
second day after cell-bridge formation (Day 1) from a cardiac muscle fiber with a stemcell bridge. The field potential recorded from the electrode near the stem-cell bridge was
much smaller than the one recorded from the adjacent electrode under the cardiac muscle
fiber, and the pulse widths in these two electrograms can be identified through their
waveforms. The electrical properties of different cell bridges on Day 1 and Day 7 are
compared in Table 5.1. The amplitudes (FPA) and maximal upstroke velocities (MUV,
dV/dtmax) of extracellular field potentials of cardiomyocyte bridges (positive controls)
were significantly higher than that of stem cells and fibroblasts (negative controls), which
indicated that more ions were exchanged due to action-potential formation locally in the
cardiomyocyte region than in the stem cell or fibroblast regions. Although the FPA did
not significantly differ between stem cell bridges and fibroblast bridges on Day 1, the
difference became significant on Day 7. This suggested that the electrical properties of
the bridged stem cells were regulated by the muscle fiber from fibroblast-like to
cardiomyocyte-like. There was no significant difference in the field potential duration
(FPD) among these three types of bridges on Day 1; on Day 7, only the cardiomyocyte
bridges showed significant FPD reduction. The reduction in FPD might be the result of
the expression of sodium channels. Our unpublished data with single-cell RT PCR
demonstrated that expression of sodium channels was absent on the cell membranes
ofrMSCs that were cocultured with cardiomyocytes but not in contact with the
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cardiomyocytes. At Day 5, however, sodium channels were weakly expressed on rMSCs
that had contacted with cocultured cardiomyocytes.

Figure 5.4 Typical electrograms recorded from two adjacent electrodes, one from
a stem-cell bridge and one from a cardiac fiber.

Table 5.1 Electrical properties of different cell bridges on Day 1 and Day 7
Day 1

Day 7

FPA

MUV

FPD

FPA

MUV

FPD

CMCs

131 ± 56.1

4.4 ± 1.86

98 ± 24.1

551 ± 156

27.6 ± 7.8

63 ± 14.4

FBs

33 ± 13.4

0.8 ± 0.41

115 ± 18.4

47 ± 8.4

1.2 ± 0.25

104 ± 22

MSCs

40 ± 12.2

1.2 ±0.38

103 ± 17.9

143 ± 32

4.1 ± 1.1

92 ± 21.8

FPA (field potential amplitude, μV); MUV (maximal upstroke velocity, mV/s); FPD
(field potential duration, ms)

Electrical Conduction Velocities
The LCVs of a bridged muscle fiber were calculated using the recorded
extracellular field potentials from Day 1 to Day 7. First, the effect of cardiomyocyte
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alignment on the LCVs was assessed by comparing two types of cardiac muscle fibers of
different microwell width. A biochip was created with long microwells of 50 μm in
width; at this width a cardiac muscle fiber with fully aligned cardiomyocytes cannot be
produced. The LCVs of cardiac muscle fibers in this 50-μm biochip were lower than that
of the 30-μm biochip on Day 7 as shown in figure 5.5 (a),which indicated that the higher
LCVs were related to cell alignment.
Stem-cell bridges, shown in figure 5.5 (b), initially had much lower LCVs than
those of the cardiac fiber areas, but these gradually increased with days of culture and
reached a stable level on Day 5. The cardiomyocyte bridge, shown in figure 5.5(c),
integrated with the host cardiac muscle fibers in the first twelve hours and restored their
conductivity, making it equal to the cardiac fiber areas. This suggested that
cardiomyocyte bridges can rapidly respond to the host cardiac muscle fiber and recover
the electrical conduction of the broken fiber. The LCVs of fibroblast bridges, shown in
figure 5.5(d), increased in the first three days and dropped in the following four days. A
comparison of the LCVs among three types of bridges is shown in figure 5.5(e).The stem
cells exhibited higher and more stable conduction velocities than the fibroblasts, which
indicated that the stem cells had higher electrical compatibility with native cardiac
muscle fibers. The fibroblast bridges showed a small potential to propagate the electrical
signals along the cardiac muscle fiber but failed to maintain a stable electrical conduction
after their proliferation, which is comparable to scar formation in the in vivo studies.
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Figure 5.5 The LCVs of cardiac muscle fibers with (a) different width, (b) a stem
cell bridge, (c) a cardiomyocyte bridge, and (d) a fibroblast bridge. (e)The conductivity of
different cell bridges was compared on different culture days. (f) The effect of a gap
junction was assessed using a gap junction uncoupler.

To test whether the conduction activities recorded from our cell bridge models
were mediated through gap junctions, an important functional cardiac muscle structure,
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carbenoxolone was added to block the gap junctions within cardiac muscle-fiber models
with either cardiomyocyte bridges or stem-cell bridges at Day 7. The LCVs of both
cardiomyocyte and stem-cell bridges were significantly reduced at carbenoxolone
concentrations higher than 150 μM and fully abolished at concentrations higher than 500
μM as shown in figure 5.5 (f). LCVs of both bridge models returned to their original
levels after they were rinsed for 30 minutes. Simultaneously, synchronization of each
cardiac muscle fiber was restored. These findings indicated that gap junctions controlled
the myocyte-myocyte and stem cell-myocyte electrical couplings.

Discussions
In our cardiac muscle-fiber model, cardiomyocytes acquired in vivo-like cell
morphology with highly organized striation patterns. This is vital for the development of
in vivo-like in vitro models of ventricular structure and function. A similar model created
by McDevitt and coworkers showed that cardiomyocytes in their fiber model developed
highly aligned myofibrils with normal diameters and bipolar cell junctions with
intercalated disk connections that included spatially localized N-cadherin and
connexin43[166]. Thomas and coworkers reported their investigation on the
electrophysiological properties of aligned cardiomyocytes in cardiac muscle fibers[168].
They found that conduction velocities and action potentials were faster and more similar
to adult mouse myocardium in cardiomyocytes grown in strands versus those grown in
randomly oriented cultures. In Pijnappels’s studies[18], the conduction velocity of
randomly oriented cardiomyocytes (17 ± 0.2 cm/s) was much smaller than that of our
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aligned cardiomyocytes (42 ± 5.9 cm/s); these data of ours were similar to Thomas’s
results on aligned cardiac muscle fiber (45 ± 17.2 cm/s). As shown in figure 5(a), our
comparison of data obtained from two cardiac muscle-fiber models, one with less aligned
cardiomyocytes (29 ± 2.8 cm/s) and the other with more aligned cardiomyocytes (42 ±
5.9 cm/s), further demonstrated the effect of cell alignment. This aligned structure may
also facilitate electrical conduction of stem-cell bridges, which exhibited a higher
conduction velocity (25 ± 5.7 cm/s) in our research than that reported by Pijnappels (7 ±
1 cm/s). The length of cell bridges differed between our model (≈ 120 μm) and
Pijnappels’s (250-350 μm), which may also be responsible for the higher conduction
velocities obtained from our stem-cell-bridge model.
One of the early cell-based cardiac repair therapies was established with the
transplantation of autologous skeletal myoblasts that normally mediate regeneration of
skeletal muscle[169]. It has been shown that mature skeletal muscle cells do not express
the gap-junction proteins required for electrically coupling of cells[170], and available
physiological data suggest that these autologous grafts do not beat in synchrony with the
rest of the heart[29]. These reports demonstrate the importance of gap-junction formation
between transplanted cells and host cardiomyocytes. In our cardiac muscle model, a gap
junction uncoupler, carbenoxolone, significantly reduced the conduction velocity of
entire muscle fibers with stem cell bridges. In addition, with the removal of the blockers,
the originally established electrical propagations were resumed. These data indicated that
electrical propagation in our model relied on gap-junction formation within the muscle
fiber and suggested the potential for stem cells to form gap junctions with host
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cardiomyocytes during cellular therapy. Our connexin 43 staining showed that gap
junctions concentrated at the connection area between the cardiac muscle fiber and the
stem-cell bridge, but relatively low expression was found inside the bridge between the
stem cells. Therefore, longer bridges or higher cell numbers may obstruct the electrical
propagation across the bridge. The stem-cell bridges created by the laser-patterning
technique used a defined number of cells, only enough to cover the gap, as opposed to
conventional methods in which the stem cell bridges were formed by multiple layers of
cells with a largely unknown number of cells. This uniqueness will facilitate future
detailed studies on the dependence of conductivity on bridge length and cell numbers.
Fibroblasts are the dominant population among cardiac nonmyocytes. They are
arranged in sheets and strands that run parallel to the prevailing direction of muscle fibers
between the layers of myocardium. In previous studies, fibroblasts of cardiac origin were
found to be capable of electrically coupling to cardiomyocytes and to activate cardiac
tissue over a distance up to 300 μm[171]. However, there were conflicting conclusions on
electrical coupling between fibroblasts and cardiomyocytes among different authors.
Kohl[172]observed electrotonic interaction between cardiomyocytes and fibroblasts, but
Beers and coworkers found that fibroblasts failed to conduct electrical signals between
cardiomyocytes[20]. According to our results, fibroblasts had limited capability to
electrically couple with cardiomyocytes, especially when the fibroblasts proliferated
inside a cardiac muscle fiber after three days of culturing. In cardiac diseases, such as
myocardial infarction, collagen deposition by fibroblasts increases dramatically
[173].The associated fibrous tissue acts as an insulator[174]. This formation of fibrous
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tissue may produce passive obstacles for conduction, thereby increasing cardiac electrical
heterogeneity and contributing to arrhythmogenesis. Our fibroblast-bridge model
simulated this phenomenon of fibroblast electrical coupling.
Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs), the stem cell source used in our research, have
been investigated in vitro for cardiac repair, and promising results were obtained on their
transdifferentiation into the cardiomyocyte phenotype[14]. In an in vivo study, however,
Martin and his coworkers[175] directly injected MSCs into infarcted pig hearts and found
that although the MSCs expressed several muscle markers, their morphology resembled
fibroblasts more than cardiomyocytes. In our study, we compared the electrical
conductivity of stem cells and fibroblasts in an in vivo-like cardiac muscle model to
determine their ability to electrically couple with native cardiomyocytes. The different
electrical conductivities of stem cells and fibroblasts were not only exhibited by their
conduction velocities but also by their ability to maintain continuous conduction in longterm culture. Although the conduction velocities of stem-cell bridges did not exhibit
significant change during the first two days, they gradually increased in the following
three days to a stable value. This suggested that stem cells may interact with adjacent
cardiomyocytes and be regulated to become more electrically compatible.
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CHAPTER SIX
RESULT AND DISCUSSION II: EFFECT OF CONTACT MODES

Contact-Promotive/Preventive Microenvironment
Identifying in vitro cell responses to stimuli from neighboring cells provides
knowledge vital to understanding higher-level organization of tissues and organs. This
understanding is essential for using regenerative medicine-based therapeutic approaches
to reconstruct damaged tissues, such as an infarcted myocardium. One example of such a
therapeutic approach is to use stem cells for myocardial regeneration, which has been the
subject of research for 20 years [15]. Key issues in this study are to determine whether
stem cells can be functionally coupled with native cardiac cells and whether these
couplings require cardiogenic regulation of stem-cell properties. Stem-cell coupling with
cardiac cells is intimately affected by the cellular microenvironment, which exerts
chemical and physical stimulating factors.
To decipher the effects of cell-microenvironment interactions on functional cell
couplings, stem cells have been cultured and compared under two conditions: (1)
culturing stem cells with cardiomyocyte-conditioned medium and (2) coculturing stem
cells with cardiomyocytes in cell-contact modes. It has been found that stem-cell contact
with neighboring cardiomyocytes can induce stem-cell differentiation and functional
coupling [176, 177]. Not only does a coculture system provide soluble factors (e.g.,
cytokines, growth factors, and hormones), it also presents contact-mediated factors
including mechanical and electrical signals transmitted through cell-adherent junctions
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[178] and gap junctions [179], which are crucial for intercellular communication.
Conventional in vitro study models involve random cell shapes, which result in an
undefined mode of cell-cell contact including multiple homotypic and heterotypic
contacts among the interacting cells. Therefore, conventional cell-culture models cannot
provide identical and well-controlled in vitro microenvironments to systematically study
the effects of cell-cell contact on stem cell-cardiomyocyte interactions [180]. The
importance of cell-cell contact for stem-cell functional coupling with cardiomyocytes has
not been elucidated due to insufficient control of the cell-contact mode of individual
cells. In this section, two types of biochips were created to evaluate the electricalproperty changes of individual rat mesenchymal stem cells (rMSCs) regulated by
cardiomyocytes under identical, highly controlled microenvironments. Each type of
biochip was microfabricated with a microenvironment in which individual rMSCs and
cardiomyocytes were laser-patterned to interact with or without cellular contact.

Cell Viability in Microwells
The biochips with heterotypic cells were created by laser-patterning rMSCs and
cardiomyocytes into the contact-promotive/preventive microwells, shown in figure 6.1 (a,
b). The cardiomyocytes were on the left of each microwell, and rMSCs were on the right
side. Homotypic biochips that were created at the same time served as positive (two
cardiomyocytes in one microwell) and negative (two rMSCs in one microwell) controls.
Typically, freshly isolated cardiomyocytes required about 6 hours to attach and start
spreading on a glass surface coated with fibronectin, whereas rMSCs required less than 2
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hours. Therefore, 24 hours after laser patterning (Day 1), the round-shape cells inside the
microwells were considered to be dead cells, which were confirmed by live/dead assays.
According to this criterion, surviving heterotypic or homotypic cell pairs were counted to
estimate cell viability under different types of microwells.

Figure 6.1 Biochips with (a) a contact-promotive microenvironment and (b) a
contact-preventive microenvironment captured immediately after laser micropatterning. (c)
Nonsurviving heterotypic cell pairs in contact-promotive biochips (d) Surviving heterotypic
cell pairs formed broad contact in the contact-promotive cell biochip (black arrow), (e)
Uncontact cell pair in contact-promotive biochip, (f) The cardiomyocytes and rMSCs in the
contact-preventive biochips were separated in two sides of a microwell. (hollow arrow
pointed to a cardiomyocyte and hollow circle pointed to a rMSC)
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The limited geometric space inside a microwell might obstruct the exchange of
nutrients and metabolic wastes and thus cause lower cell viability compared to
conventional cell culture. The viability of the same freshly isolated cardiomyocytes
prepared in our lab and cultured in a conventional cell culture dish was typically about
50%. For the contact-promotive biochips, the viability rate of the homotypic
cardiomyocyte pairs was 22 ± 5.6%, whereas the rate of the homotypic rMSC pairs was
64 ± 4.4%. The viability rate of the heterotypic rMSC-cardiomyocyte pairs was 39 ±
3.4%. Among the nonviable heterotypic cell pairs, 71 ± 7.8% were observed with live
rMSCs and dead cardiomyocytes as shown in figure 6.1(c). In addition, 96 ± 5.2% of the
viable heterotypic cell pairs filled the entire microwell and formed broad contact on their
cell membranes as shown in figure 6.1(d). The remaining pairs did not contact each other
as shown in figure 6.1(e). They were used as a contact-preventive model during the study
of electrical coupling. Assuming two cells in one microwell would not influence each
other, the viability of each cell would be considered as an independent event. Therefore,
the viability rate of heterotypic cell pair can be calculated as 37.5% in terms of the rates
of homotypic cardiomyocyte pairs (22%) and homotypic rMSCs pairs (64%), and this
calculated value is statistically significantly lower than our experimental value of 39%
(student t-test, n = 30, p < 0.05). This suggests that the independent assumption is a fault,
and the viability rate of the two cells in each microwell is dependent to each other. The
increasing viability rate for the cardiomyocytes from 22 ± 5.6% in the homotypic
cardiomyocyte pairs to 39 ± 3.4% in the heterotypic cell pairs indicated that contacting
rMSCs can rescue cardiomyocytes in a microenvironment with poor nutrient support.
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Table 6.1 Viability Rate of the Cell Pairs in the Biochips
Surviving cell pairs
in the biochips
Contact promotive

Homotypic
cardiomyocyte pairs
22 ± 5.6%

Homotypic rMSC
pairs
64 ± 4.4%

Heterotypic cell
pairs
39 ± 3.4% *

Contact preventive

24 ± 3.8%

74 ± 4.1%

33 ± 2.6% *

* P < 0.05 based on student t test

For the contact-preventive biochip, the area of the dumbbell-shape microwell
(about 1,950 μm2) was larger than that of the rectangular microwell used in the contactpromotive biochip (about 1,250 μm2). It is possible that this relatively larger microwell
provided comparatively better support for the nutrient and waste transportation. The
viability rate of the uncontact homotypic cardiomyocyte pairs was 24 ± 3.8%, which was
slightly higher than that in the contact-promotive biochip. However, only 33 ± 2.6% of
uncontact heterotypic cell pairs survived. Within the survival cell pairs, 47 ± 6.8% of
them stayed within their own side of the dumbbell-shape microwell, attached to the wall
as shown in figure 6.1(f), and communicated with the other cell in the microwell only
through soluble factors. About 13% of survival cell pair formed nanotubular contact, in
which rMSC extended membrane nanotube to contact the cardiomyocyte in the same
microwell, which was discussed in the following section. The lower cell viability in the
contact-preventive biochip suggested that the ability of rMSCs to rescue cardiomyocytes
was dependent on cellular communication through physical contact. These findings on
stem-cell rescue effects were also confirmed by previous research involving both in vitro
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and in vivo studies[181, 182], which demonstrated that stem cells would secrete
cytokines and prosurvival proteins to prevent apoptosis of cardiomyocytes in early stages
of myocardial infarction and improve cardiac function in later stages.
To identify the cardiomyocytes within the microwells, α-actinin was stained for
our biochips, which shown in figure 6.2.
(A)

(B)

(C)

Figure 6.2 Immunostaining on α-actinin for our contact-promotive/preventive
biochips, (a) for homotypic cardiomyocyte pair in contact-promotive microwell, (b) for
heterotypic cell pair in contact-promotive microwell, and (c) for heterotypic cell pair in
contact-preventive microwell.
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Junctional Contact Induced Electrical Coupling
Patch Clamp Experiments
In this section, the changes in rMSC electrophysiological properties in the two
types of biochips were compared at different time points, and the effect of cellular
contact on the cardiogenic regulation of stem-cell electrical properties was systematically
assessed. Patch-clamp experiments were conducted on the cells inside the microwells
from Day 1 to Day 5. Borosilicate glass electrodes were pulled with a Brown-Flaming
puller (P-97, Sutter Instrument Co.) to achieve a tip resistance of 3-4 MΩ when the tip
was filled with pipette solution. The pipette solution contained 140 mM K-gluconate, 1
mM EGTA, 2 mM MgCl2, 2 mM Na2ATP, and 10 mM HEPES (pH7.2, 330 mOsm). The
bath solution contained 139 mM NaCl, 3 mM KCl, 17 mM NaHCO3, 12 mM Glucose, 3
mM CaCl2, 1 mM MgCl2, and 10 mM HEPES (pH 7.2, 330 mOsm. After establishing the
whole-cell configuration, the membrane potential was held at -70 mV with an addition of
90 mV voltage pulse, and current signals were recorded.

Figure 6.3 Typical inward currents recorded on (a) the homotypic cardiomyocyte
pairs in positive-control biochips and (b) rMSCs in heterotypic cell pairs from contactpromotive biochips.
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Table 6.2 Inward current measurement in the biochips
Day 1
rMSCs
(hetero-contactpromotive)
rMSCs
(homo-contactpromotive)
rMSCs
(hetero-contactpreventive)
CMCs
(homo-contactpromotive)

0%
0 pA

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Day 5

13 ± 6.8%
21 ± 8.4%
30 ± 7.9%
28 ± 8.2%
-214 ± 62 pA -350 ± 59 pA -435 ± 77 pA -422 ± 63 pA
No inward current
No inward current
100%
-2,011 ± 177 pA

Functional coupling between rMSCs and cardiomyocytes requires that rMSCs
exhibit cardiac-like electrophysiology to invoke the action potential. Inward currents
associated with the action potential are essential to the excitation and contraction of
cardiomyocytes. Therefore, the appearance of inward currents is considered a specific
indication for cardiogenic regulation of rMSC electrical properties. For the contactpromotive biochips, inward currents on the homotypic cardiomyocyte pairs (positive
controls) reached about -2,000 pA as shown in figure 6.3(a), but no inward current was
recorded on the homotypic rMSC pairs that served as the negative controls. Inward
currents on the heterotypic cell pairs are shown in Table 6.2. Both the percentile of
rMSCs that exhibited inward currents and the magnitudes of the inward currents
increased with days in coculture. However, for the contact-preventive biochips, no
inward current was recorded on the rMSCs in heterotypic cell pairs even on Day 5. The
results suggested that cardiomyocytes could not regulate rMSC electrical properties
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without cellular contact with the rMSC, and contact with cardiomyocytes allowed rMSCs
to gradually acquire electrophysiological properties that resembled the cardiac phenotype.

Reverse Transcription PCR
To further study the cardiogenic regulation of stem-cell electrical properties, the
expression of cardiac-specific genes on rMSCs was analyzed by reverse transcription
PCR (RT-PCR) in contact-promotive and contact-preventive random culture models. The
rMSCs prepared for contact-promotive random culture model were labeled by DiI
(Vybrant Multicolor Cell-Labeling Kit, Invitrogen Inc.) and randomly cocultured with
cardiomyocytes in a 25 cm2 flask with an initial rMSC-cardiomyocyte ratio of 1:40. The
rMSCs were sorted on Day 6 using Cytopeia Influx flow cytometry (Cell Analysis
Laboratory, Clemson University). The rMSCs prepared for contact-preventive random
culture model were cultured for 6 days with the conditioned medium from a Day-3
cardiomyocyte culture. The RT-PCR-quantified RNA obtained from an rMSC culture
was used as a control group. The total RNA was extracted using RNAeasyTM Mini kit
(Qiagene Inc.) and reverse transcribed into cDNA using SuperScriptTM III First-strand
Synthesis System (Invitrogen Inc.). The sequences of rat oligonucleotide primers used in
this RT-PCR analysis were listed in Table 6.3. The relative quantification of gene
expression by real-time RT-PCR in a sample was determined by comparing the targetamplified product against GAPDH within the same sample. The cycle threshold (Ct) was
determined, and relative expression of cardiac-specific genes on rMSCs was analyzed
using 2-ΔΔCt method.
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Table 6.3 The sequences of primers for cardiac specific genes and GAPDH reference
Genes

Sequences

GATA4 (transcriptional factor)

F 5’-GCAGCAGCAGCAGTGAAGAG-3’
R 5’-GCACTGGATGGATGGAGGAC-3’

Nkx2.5 (transcriptional factor)

F 5’-TGCTCTCCTGCTTTCCCAAC-3’
R 5’-GTCTCGGCTTTGTCCAGCTC-3’

ANP (atrial nutriurentic peptide)

F 5’-AAGCAAACTGAGGGCTCTGC-3’
R 5’-TCGAGCAGATTTGGCTGTTAT-3’

CACNA1C (L-calcium channel)

F 5’-AGGAGTTTCCTTCGCTCTGC-3’
R 5’-AAGGGCAAGGCTGTCTTCTG-3’

SCN1A (sodium channel)

F 5’-GATGCTGTCAGTGCATGTCG-3’
R 5’-TCTGCTGAACGGTTTCCTTG-3’

GAPDH (reference)

F 5’-GAGACAGCCGCATCTTCTTG-3’
R 5’-GGTAACCAGGCGTCCGATAC-3’

The changes in cardiac-specific gene expression on rMSCs were compared among
these three groups as shown in figure 6.4. GATA4, Nkx2.5, and ANP genes were
significantly upregulated in the uncontact groups relative to the control groups (1 fold).
The upregulation of these gene expressions was higher in the contact-promotive coculture
than in the uncontact group. This suggested that even with soluble chemical signals only,
the rMSCs could exhibit some cardiac genotypes expressed by the cardiomyocyte in a
developmental heart. The sodium-channel gene was not found in the uncontact groups,
but small amounts were detected in the contact groups.
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Figure 6.4 RT-PCR analysis on cardiac-specific gene expression of the rMSCs
from contact and uncontact groups relative to that of an rMSC culture (1 fold). *The gene
expressed in different groups was significantly upregulated compared to the control
group (p < 0.005); †The gene expressed in contact groups was significantly upregulated
compared to uncontact groups (p < 0.01).

However, the gene for L-type calcium channel (CACNA1C) was significantly
upregulated in the contact groups, which could be a possible molecular basis for the
inward currents recorded on the rMSCs in contact-promotive microwells. Small changes
in calcium-channel gene expression were also detected in the uncontact groups. Since no
inward current was recorded on rMSCs in contact-preventive microwells, there might be
immature and dysfunctional calcium-channel proteins located inside the rMSCs
cytoplasm or cell membrane. After contact with cardiomyocytes, the calcium ion
channels were progressively stimulated and enhanced to functionally pump calcium ions
into the cells and contribute to the inward current.
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Connexin 43 Staining
Gap junction channels are composed of connexins, a group of junctional proteins;
connexin 43 is the most abundant one in the heart. In cardiac tissue, neighboring
cardiomyocytes are connected with gap junctions that provide electrical coupling with or
without rectifying properties to propagate action potentials from one cell to another.
Therefore, it was crucial to determine, through the assessment of the expression of
connexin 43 in our biochips, the possible involvement of gap junctions in cardiogenic
regulation of rMSC electrical properties. In the contact-promotive biochips, 84 ± 3.9% of
the surviving heterotypic cell pairs were observed with connexin 43 expression among
which 28 ± 6.5% exhibited junctional connexin 43 distribution at their contact area as
shown in figure 6.3(a). However, the others exhibited only diffusive connexin 43
distributed throughout the cell bodies as shown in figure 6.3(b). In the contact-preventive
biochips, only 59 ± 4.8% of surviving heterotypic cell pairs were found to express
connexin 43, and the amount was small as shown in figure 6.3(c). These connexin 43staining data indicated that not only did cellular contact upregulate connexin 43
expression in rMSCs, it also relocated connexin 43 from the entire cell body to the
contact area for rMSC-cardiomyocyte intercellular communication and electrical
coupling. Gap-junction formation would provide rapid ion transfer, which might be one
of the electrical signals that regulate stem-cell electrical properties towards cardiac
electrophysiology. In addition, junctional connexin 43 expression in our biochips
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indicated that rMSCs had the capability to support a uniform depolarization wavefront
and integrate with cardiomyocytes to provide electrical conduction.

Figure 6.5 Connexin 43 staining for contact-promotive/preventive biochips. The
DAPI staining (blue) on the nucleus indicates two cells in one microwell, and Cy3
staining (green) indicates connexin 43expression.

Nanotubular Contact and Cell Fusion
Nanotubular Contact
Long, thin connections have been characterized in cultured PC12 cells. These
connections named tunneling nanotubes or membrane nanotubes were found to provide
novel biological cell-to-cell communication over a long distance. Membrane nanotubes
have identified between several types of cells both in vitro and in vivo[183-186] with
diameters ranging from 50 to 200 nm. Membrane nanotubes mediate membrane
continuity between connected cells and permit long-distance direct intercellular transfer
of diverse components and signals, such as membrane components, calcium ions,
mitochondria, bacteria, murine leukaemia virus, HIV-1, prions, and quantum dots.
However, transport of some small cytoplasmic molecules, such as calcein, was impeded,
which indicates a mechanism of selective transfer.
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Recently, it was reported that cardiomyocytes and human mesenchymal stem cells
appear to communicate through membrane nanotubes, and mitochondria can migrate
from MSCs to cardiomyocytes[32]. However, the physiological purpose of this
constantly changing nanotubular network and its possible role during ischemic conditions
is unclear. We hypothesized that stem cells and cardiomyocytes interact with each other
via this novel mechanism and nanotube contact may play a role in the beneficial effect of
stem cell transplantation.
In our contact-preventive microenvironment, 13 ± 4.1% of survival heterotypic
cell pairs was found formation of nanotube contact. In our findings, the ratio of nanotube
formation between rMSCs and cardiomyocytes within our biochips was much lower than
the reported results obtained in the conventional coculture system. These may resulted
from the spatial limitation from microwells, which may restrict the spreading of cell
membrane. The nanotubes extended from rMSCs were stained by rMSC specific
membrane marker CD105, figure 6.6(a, b),and from cardiomyocytes were stained by αactinin, figure 6.6 (c, d).The nanotubes extended from rMSCs (57 ± 5.9%) were slightly
higher than that extended from cardiomyocytes (43 ± 4.1%). Using patch clamp to study
the electrophysiological change of the rMSCs contacted cardiomyocytes via membrane
nanotubes, no inward currents can be found even after 7 days culturing. Although
calcium transfer was determined in the previous reports through membrane nanotubes,
we failed to record any inward currents from rMSCs, which connected with
cardiomyocytes via nanotubes.
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

(F)
Figure 6.6 Nanotubular connections between cardiomyocytes and rMSCs in our

contact-preventive microwells, (A) CD105 staining indicated the nanotube extended from
rMSC; (B) CD105 staining combined with white field image; (C) α-actinin staining
indicated the nanotube extended from cardiomyocyte; (D) α-actinin staining combined
with white field image; (E) α-actinin staining indicated the nanotube extended from
cardiomyocyte and mitochondria tracker indicated the mitochondria from rMSC
transported into cardiomyocyte’s cytoplasm; (F) α-actinin staining and mitochondria
tracker combined with white field image(White arrow pointed to the nanotube).
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By tracking mitochondria from rMSCs (MitoTracker® Red FM), the red-stained
mitochondria from rMSCs can be found in the α-actinin stained cardiomyocytes, figure
6.7 (e, f), which indicated the mitochondria was transported to the cardiomyocytes via
nanotube connections. However, the event of mitochondria transport was only found on 8
± 6.4% of nanotubular-contacted heterotypic cell pairs. Although the exact mechanism of
such mitochondria transport is unclear, aerobic respiration of cells with dysfunctional
mitochondria could be rescued by the transfer of whole mitochondria or mitochondria
DNA from these undamaged cells[187]. Mitochondria transport between cardiomyocytes
and rMSCs was suggested as a new mechanism for stem cell differentiation and
myocardium repair. Mitochondria fusion is an important mechanism for protecting the
mitochondrial genome, which would be depressed in heart failure[188]. Thus, in heart
failure or myocardial infarction, membrane nanotube may provide a long-distance rescue
channel between dysfunctional cardiomyocytes and transplanted rMSCs by facilitating
mitochondria transport.
The physiological relevance of membrane nanotubes depends on whether they
exist in vivo. Long membrane tethers have been observed between immune cells in
lymph nodes[189]. Membrane nanotubes observed between dendritic cells within mouse
cornea provided the first clear evidence of their existence in mammalian tissue in
vivo[190]. In recent report on mouse heart tissue slices[191], a thin fibroblast process
extended between adjacent muscle bundles to connect cardiomyocytes and fibroblasts.
Unlike the straight features of membrane nanotubes in 2D-culture cells, these thin
connections within the heart tissue generally adopted tortuous morphologies, which is
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consistent with previous observation in mouse cornea and 3D-cultured T cells[192].
Scanning electron microscopy and high-voltage transmission electron microscopy
confirmed that fibroblasts had long filopodia and appeared to be in contact with other
fibroblasts and cardiomyocytes[193]. Until now, no further in vivo proof was report to
confirm the existence of nanotube connections between cardiomyocytes and transplanted
stem cells. The role and mechanism of these thin connections in the heart is of great
interest for future studies.

Cell Fusion
On the other hand, the mitochondria transportation was also investigated in our
contact-promotive microenvironment. It has been found that dye-tracked mitochondria
from rMSC were accumulated in the junctional-contacted cardiomyocyte around its
nuclei, shown in figure 6.7. Comparing with the ratio of mitochondria transfer through
nanotubes, the percentage of transfer through junctional cell connection was as high as 23
± 3.8 %. It has been reported that low molecular weight tracers, such as calcein-AM can
be transported from one cell to another through gap junctions, and high molecular weight
tracers through partial cell fusion[34, 194]. Thus, the conclusion may be drawn that
mitochondria transfers within our defined microenvironment are most probably the
results of partial cell fusion induced by junctional cell contact. Because cardiomyocytes
with high metabolism required more energy consumption and low nutrient exchanges
within microwells, the mitochondria from rMSC transferred into cardiomyocyte only
through partial cell fusion, and thus cardiomyocyte had higher possibility to survive.
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Figure 6.7 Mitochondria transfer from rMSC to cardiomyocyte through partial
cell fusion within contact-promotive microenvironment.

To further investigate the cell fusion phenomenon, cardiomyocytes were tracked
by DiO, and rMSCs were tracked by DiI before the laser patterning procedure. We found
several double labeled (DiO and DiI) and double nuclei cells indicative of cell fusion
within our contact-promotive microenvironment, shown in figure 6.8. Cell fusion is
frequently observed in co-culture studies and in some cases, in vivo experiments as
well[33, 195-197]. Several studies have shown that cell fusion can result in
transdifferentiation, thus offering an alternative mechanism by which grafted cells
improve the infracted myocardium. The ratio of cell fusion in our study was as high as
1.4 %, which was much higher than the current reports on cardiomyocytes-rMSCs cell
fusion. The possible reason for this higher percentage may be resulted from the
microenvironment constructed to enforce junctional contact between two cells.

Figure 6.8 Cell fusion phenomenon indicative of a cell with double dye and
double nuclei within our contact-promotive microenvironment.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

This research is significant since it provides a tool that can create single-cell
resolution

heterotypic

stem

cell-cardiomyocyte

cell

pair

under

different

microenvironments to study their electrical coupling and functions. This accomplishment
cannot be achieved by random coculture system or other cell patterning techniques. The
tools and protocols developed in this research not only are applicable to the
cardiovascular research, as well as cell biology research in general.
Our laser-guided cell micropatterning technique was developed to pattern cells
with a resolution that exceeds the error caused by inherent cell variation and irregularity.
To manipulate the cells with high speed in transverse directions, the optical configuration
was optimized through optical force simulations and laser guidance experiments. We
found that the optical system with NA≈0.1 generated adequate force magnitude and
effective force range. The cell deposition microscope was designed to be compatible with
a variety of substrates, including commercially available multi-electrode arrays (MEAs)
with glass culture rings, 35 mm cell culture petri dishes, and microstructures
microfabricated with PDMS. The microscope also provided on-stage incubation to
maintain temperature, CO2, and humidity for long-term cell culturing during and after the
cell deposition procedure. Unlike conventional cell patterning techniques, which
constrain cells within the protein patterned area, the system allows natural cell migration
after initial deposition. Therefore cell-cell and cell-ECM interactions can be studied
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without specific cell or ECM confinement. We observed neuronal axon guidance by glial
cells after the glial cells spread following the neuron-glia deposition. The rat
mesenchymal stem cells from bone marrow and rat neonatal cardiomyocytes were
deposited into a microstructure to study their electrical coupling using patch clamp
technique at single-cell resolution. This coculturing assay provided a highly controlled
microenvironment for cardiomyocytes and rMSCs to ensure reproducibility in the spatial
distribution of cocultured cells and statistical study on their interactions. The developed
portable cell deposition microscope allows cell biologists to systematically study this
phenomenon in an advanced biology laboratory.
Using laser-patterning and microfabrication techniques, we developed a cardiac
muscle model with multiple muscle fibers with cell bridges on MEA chips, which
allowed on-chip analyses of electrical conductivities of different cell types on different
culture days. The aligned morphology of cardiomyocytes in the cardiac muscle fibers
mimicked in vivo tissue structure. The cell number for bridge formation could be
precisely controlled using the laser-patterning technique, which provided an identical
cellular condition for systematic comparison among different donor cells. Stem-cell
bridges showed a strong ability to conduct electrical signals along a cardiac muscle fiber
through gap junctions; thus they can be considered a promising cell source for designing
safe and efficient cardiac cell therapies.
To study the electrical coupling between cardiomyocyte and stem cell at singlecell level, using laser-guided cell-micropatterning and microfabrication techniques, we
created two types of biochips, with either contact-promotive or -preventive
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microenvironments, to systematically study the importance of cellular contact on the
regulation of stem-cell electrical properties. The results from immunocytostaining,
electrophysiology, and RT-PCR highlighted the ability of rMSCs to increase their
electrical

compatibility

with

host

cardiomyocytes

under

a

contact-promotive

microenvironment. In our microwell model, stem cells demonstrated the ability to assist
cardiomyocytes survive in a low-nutrient microenvironment. Control of their coupling
microenvironment may eventually allow us to guide the functional integration of stem
cells inside the heart and promote the design of safe and efficient cardiac-cell therapies.
In the contact-preventive microenvironment, nanotubular connections between
single cardiomyocyte and stem cell was investigated that these two type of cells were
both capable of extending membrane nanotube to contact each other to achieve longdistance communication. Although no electrophysiological changes were exhibited on the
stem cell contacting cardiomyocyte through nanotubes, immunostaining evidence shown
that tracked stem cell’s mitochondria transported into cardiomyocyte’s cytoplasm
through membrane nanotubes. On the other hand, in the contact-promotive
microenvironment, cell fusion phenomenon was discovered at a very low percentage.
DiO-tracked cardiomyocyte and DiI-tracked stem cell were found to fuse together with
double nucleus and double membrane dye.
To further explore the electrical coupling between cardiomyocytes and stem cells
at single-cell level, several proposed projects can be conducted upon current research
progress in the near future. Cell fusion or partial cell fusion can be further confirmed by
electron microscopy. Using electron microscope, details in the intercytoplasmic areas of
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stem cells may show partial structure differentiation or phenotypically adapted to
cardiomyocytes. Partial cell fusion can be also investigated through loading and dyetransferring of high molecular weight tracer Dextran, which cannot be transported
through junctional channels. Although no electrophysiological changes were exhibited on
stem cells contacting with cardiomyocytes through membrane nanotubes, dual patchclamp experiments can investigate the electrical propagation through the nanotubes.
Nanotubular-contacted stem cell may not acquire enough messages from cardiomyocytes
for fully differentiation into cardiac phenotype with similar electrophysiological
properties, but the nanotube may mediate the conduction of electrical signal and form
functional electrical coupling.
The electrical propagation studies based on MEA technique can be expanded into
2D model to study whether the electrical conduction by stem cell will cause the
arrhythmia. A sandwich model has already been applied to study the electrical
propagation pattern in two dimensions, in which a 2D monolayer of cardiomyocyte
culture on the MEA surface was separated by an insertion of stem cell in the middle
(typical width is 300 µm). A color mapping was generated by calculate the LAT of the
electrical signal recorded from each electrode. To study the electrical propagation pattern
in a micropatterning level, a reentry circuit can be achieved on MEA chip by using
microfabrication and laser-guided cell micropatterning techniques. The design concept
was shown in figure 7.1, in which stem cells will be inserted in one side of channel to see
whether it will cause the reentry phenomenon due to their low propagation velocities.
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Figure 7.1 The design concept of reentry circuit, (A) when the circuit was
composed by pure cardiomyocytes, the electrical signal will propagate from left side to
the right side; (B) when the circuit was composed by cardiomyocytes with a stem cell
insertion, the electrical signal may reentry from right side to the left side into stem cell
region.

Gap junction plays a key role in electrical propagation and coupling between
cardiomyocytes and stem cells. To further investigate their importance, the 1D MEA
model will continue to be used with transfected stem cells, in which connexin 43 will be
overexpressed or silenced. Furthermore, using laser-guided cell micropatterning
technique, the specific number of stem cell can be inserted as a cell bridge, therefore we
can estimate a minimal number of cells for electrical conduction.
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Appendix A
Equations for GLMT calculation
Fourier Transform
Constitutive relationship for linear, local, homogeneous and isotropic media
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Bromwich potentials for Transverse Magnetic and Transverse Electric solution in
spherical coordinate systems with Fourier Transform
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Harmonic equation
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For scattering problem with spherical particle diameter d and complex refractive
index M , we can solve the equations and obtain
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The Poynting theorem concerns energy balance and propagation, and the
Poynting vector can be thought of as representing the energy flux (W/m2)per unit area
and unit time of an electromagnetic field. S r 
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Integrate the

Sr on the surface of the sphere provides a measurement of the

amount of energy which is lost during the scattering and absorption. Assuming that the
medium surrounding the particle is non-absorbing, there is no loss of energy associated
with the incident wave only, thus
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When light is absorbed by the particle, a momentum transfer is therefore
associated with energy transfer producing a radiation pressure force. The average reduced
radiation pressure force F exerted by the beam on the scatterer is given by the averaged
net momentum removed from the incident beam.For the Z direction in the spherical
coordination system, cFz   Sr dS cos 
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Until now, we can use the GLMT method to calculate the electric field and
magnetic field of the incident beam and scattered beam. The essential part of GLMT
method is how to calculate the beam shape coefficients. By improved localized
approximation, the beam shape coefficients can be calculated in a relative faster speed.
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Appendix B
Matlab Codes for Laser Guidance Research
Numerous Matlab codes were used during the course of this research to perform
various operations. Matlab codes were written for
 Theoretical simulation of optical force using GLMT and geometrical ray optics
methods
 Calculation of velocity of particles/cells motion
Theoretical Simulation of Optical Force: The matlab codes for this section were
obtained from the open source code provided by Dr. Odde in University of Minnesota.
This code computes the axial force and the radial force on particles as they move along a
Gaussian laser beam based on the GLMT theory. The function is given in terms of
Force(X,Y,Z,lmd,P,w0,n1,n2,a). This returns the value of force F of a particle located at
coordinated specified by vectors. The two main codes are ‘AxForce’ and ‘TranForce’,
which includes several codes to compute the different coefficients. The programs were
modified and cited for our specific calculation for 3D modeling the optical force
distribution.
The Matlab code used to calculate optical force based on geometrical optics
method was named as ‘Greve’, which cited a sub-program named ‘Integration2’, which
was programmed according to Dr. Greve’s publication. The program only can be used to
calculate the optical force on the axis of laser beam in Z direction.
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Calculation of velocity of particles/cells motion: A brief overview of the steps and
Matlab commands involved in obtaining the velocity of particle motion is as follows,
 Uigetfile: Obtain the location and sequence of images of particle motion.
 Imread: Read a particle image in the sequence.
 Imcrop: Crop the particle of interest i.e. the particle that is being guided by the
beam from the image.
 Graythresh/edge/bwfill: Perform binarization and edge detection on the particle to
obtain the boundary of the particle.
 Regionprops: Calculate location of centroid of the binary image of the particle.
 Polyder: Obtain velocity as the differential of distance by time (distance is
distance between centroid values of two consecutive images, time is the time
interms of frame rate between the two images).
 Polyfit: Fit the velocity values to polynomial to obtain the velocity profile at each
location
 Spline: Smooth the data by splining the data for small steps of position of particle
motion along the beam.
 Plot: Plot the velocity profile as a function of position along the beam axis.
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Appendix C
Knife Edge Scanning
The Gaussian laser beam is studied using the knife edge technique for plotting the
intensity profile. We know that the intensity distribution of a Gaussian beam is given by,

I ( x, y) 
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Where, P0 = total laser power; x,y = coordinates of the plane vertical to the beam axis
(origin is the centre of the beam),ω = 1/e2 beam radius.
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Now the second step is to we repeat the procedure moving the knife along the Zaxis and taking the same set of readings again for every Z we get
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The experiments details for knife edge scanning were stated in the following
paragraphs to experimentally determine the width of beam waist of our laser beam.
1) Obtained a microtome blade from Linda in the Histology lab. Checked it for sharp
smooth edge.
2) Set up the Huxley micromanipulator. Details are as follows :
a. The resolutions for the X Y and Z course are .1mm
b. The resolution for the X fine is .01 mm
c. The resolution for the X Y and Z ultra fine is .02um ( the scale is .2um but
it moves only .02 when we move it 2 um)
d. We did not find the motion to induce any tilt.
3) The knife was mounted and we used X axis as scanning direction, Z axis is the
direction of the beam propagation and Y was null and void.
4) The power meter was set at the scale of 0.1 and was connected to the oscilloscope
using a BNC cable connector into CH1.
5) The maximum power (i.e. case of no beam blockage) was set as 50mW and hence
corresponded to the operating laser power setting of around 1.9 at 800nmts
wavelength.
6) The reading of 50mW corresponded to 5V on the digital oscilloscope and we
found a linear match between the oscilloscope and the power meter readings.
7) The experiment uses the programs erfcfit, gaussbeamfit_main, gaussbeamfit and
gausswaistfit.
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8) We first set the height of the blade (Z axis) such that its in the waist region of the
beam
9) We then set the X scan direction to see if we can move from fully blocked to a
fully unblocked state using the ultrafine motion.
10) To start we keep the X at the fully unblocked state and note the full scale power.
We then move the X axis in small steps so that with each step we see a 2mW drop
in power which corresponds to 2V drop in the reading shown on the oscilloscope.
11) We note the X values till we fully block the beam.
12) Enter this data into Excel worksheet.
13) Since the program accepts only descending values we had to modify our data.
We first had to multiply the reading from the micromanipulator by 0.1 to get the
correct reading in mm (since the max value of 25mm corresponds only to
2.5mm). We then multiply this with 1000 to get reading in um. Hence we
effectively multiply the X scale data by a factor of 100.
14) The intensity is multiplied by 10 to make the reading of the oscilloscope
correspond to the reading on the power meters in mW. (reading of 5 is 5V which
is same as 50mW on power meter)
15) To change the order of the X scale readings from ascending to descending, we
took a number greater than the maximum X value and subtracted all the readings
from this number. For eg data is 500 600 700 we do 800-data which makes it 300
200 100.
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16) We then also modify the intensity (power) readings by subtracting all the reading
by the value of the last reading of power if it isn’t 0 to make it 0 (ie the full beam
block should correspond to 0 power reading) For eg 50mW 45 30 ..2.5 will
become each reading – 2.5 which makes it 47.5 42.5 27.5 …0
17) We then use the X value as column 1 and intensity as column 2, paste onto a
word doc and save this as a filename.dat under the type plain text .txt
18) We run the program called gausswaistfit and get the values for position and
value of waist
19) Repeat for all Z values.
20) Now we convert the Z values to um by multiplying by 1000 and then use this and
the waist values generated, as columns 1 and 2 respectively and then plug into
program called gaussbeamfit_main.
21) We now have completed the knife edge exp.
22) It is advisable to keep the knife at the value of Z set as min waist position
obtained from the program and set up the camera so that the camera can image the
knife. Hence now the camera is in the waist region of the beam!
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